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The purpose of this research is to (1) describe and analyze the different methods used by Japanese and by U.S. persons to reach agreement in small group deliberations, (2) discover the depth of commitment and personal involvement with these methods by tracing their historical beginnings, and (3) draw implications
from (1) and (2) as to probability of success of current problem solving deliberations involving members of both groups.

In the Yayoi period of Japanese history (250 B.C. - 300 A.D.), a special set of circumstances in both the ecological and cultural sphere encouraged the consensus type of decision-making and commensurate cultural norms to develop among the inhabitants of the Japanese archipelago.

Following the Yayoi by some 300 years was the Nara period of Prince Shotoku who attempted to reform and modernize Japan by bringing in many cultural attainments such as the Chinese writing system, some of the grammatical features of Korean Language, and religious philosophies of India.

Western influence after World War II did not greatly modify the deeply embedded patterns of thought, ethos, behavior, communication and decision-making basis.

Two selected elements of the Japanese culture are analyzed: (1) a system of hierarchy which encompasses the sense of discipline, benevolence, self-depreciation, nonverbal behavior (use of the bow) and verbal behavior and (2) need for harmony which includes vagueness of language, advatism or use of intuition (awareness of other's needs and feeling via nonverbal cues) and the humane sensibility.

These two elements still permeate today's Japanese society and affect communication styles. There is a descrip-
tion of both the traditional consensus method of reaching agreement which emphasizes non-verbal aspects and the modern day method which encourages the verbal communication. In either case, the guiding spirit of decision-making is harmony and the goal is almost entirely directed toward cooperation. The cultural elements deeply entrenched in Japanese history provide this system of decision making.

The American dialectic method of reaching agreement, on the contrary, places a high value on personal contributions, convictions, arguments and achievements. Conflict is a direct result of the American method and is considered to be desirable as well as necessary in order to reach a good conclusion. By the same token, disagreement occurs more frequently. This means that in an intercultural setting a great deal of miscommunication may be occurring. Under what conditions will critical incidents be likely to occur when the two negotiating groups encounter is hypothesized. The American method is contrasted with Japanese method and it was found that they are strikingly different and achieve different specific goals.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

It has often been said that we are living in an age of instability and flux where we are experiencing problems due to exhaustion of world-wide natural resources, overpopulation, environmental degradation and other pressing matters. This has created an age of anxiety and danger, and at the same time one of great challenge. Societies of the world are cutting away from old moorings and entering into new historic dimensions.

When the writer looks at the world of international affairs, particularly at U.S. - Japan relations, he can see clearly this drift into new areas. There is also evidence of new strains and a slow deterioration of friendly relations. One cause could be the competition for global resources, but it is doubtless owed to a combination of complex factors -- including the problem of communication in this new era of forced interaction.

Due to advances in electronics, transportation systems and communications technology, the importance of physical distance is diminishing. Nevertheless, this does not necessarily make it possible to decrease psychological proximity and the sharing of meanings upon which communication depends.
Many people believe that bringing more representatives of nations together more frequently, by whatever means, will inevitably result in a greater understanding of each other's personalities and problems and hence a greater chance for all to live together in prosperity. But where is the proof?

Authorities in the field of speech communication are reporting the opposite viewpoints. Dean Barnlund states that frequent interaction does not improve intercultural relations. He believes that merely being together without any understanding of the process of communication can lead to the saying, "familiarity breeds contempt", as well as misunderstanding.¹

LaRay Barna also states, "Professionals in the field of speech communication are likely to take a different view. Being fully aware of the complexities of interpersonal interaction, even within cultural groups, they know better than to equate contact with communication."²

U.S. - Japan relations have been in existence for more than 180 years and have included massive interchanges in the fields of cultural arts, politics, business, economics and others, including intense interaction after World War II. There is still a lack of "real" communication between the two countries. This is substantiated by Edwin O. Reishauer, a former American Ambassador to Tokyo and currently a professor at Harvard, when he said, "Our communication is extremely poor. Communication between the two societies is always a problem ..."³
As communications between the two nations increases, misunderstandings lead to friction and conflict will likely multiply. A primary cause of these misunderstandings could be the basic unbridgeable differences in the styles of communication and assumptions about communication between Japanese and Americans. This can be clarified by mentioning several cases of misunderstanding that have taken place in recent years in government and business between the two countries. Primary among these are the so-called Nixon Shocks regarding U.S. rapproachement with mainland China without prior consultation with Japan; the Textile Issue, the Soybean Issue, and other discussions in Tokyo concerning lumber. In all of the above examples, sides were taken in that the Japanese felt that they were reaching agreement on one point, whereas the U.S. felt that the Japanese were transmitting something completely different. Evidence of this is cited by Richard Halloran:

The aftermath of the conference between American and Japanese officials a week ago has pointed up two fundamental reasons for the sorry state of relations between Washington and Tokyo. The first is that there is a communications gap nearly as wide as the Pacific Ocean. Each side is listening to each other but is not hearing what is said. Consequently, misunderstandings pile on misunderstandings.

Below is another example concerning President Nixon's remarks about the textile negotiations. This was, in fact, unsuccessful in terms of communication despite the note of success found in the Weekly Presidential Document. The article
We have just concluded a series of meetings in which the Prime Minister and I have had a far-ranging and very comprehensive discussion of a number of issues. I think it can be safely said that this is the most comprehensive discussion which has ever taken place between the Prime Minister of Japan and the President of the United States. It has also been a very constructive discussion ............... We have found that on many major issues we have substantial agreement..........

In response to this, Prime Minister Sato stated:

(During the two-day summit talks with the President in San Clemente), I am confident these meetings have contributed to strengthen the unshakeable relationships of mutual trust and interdependence between the peoples of the United States and Japan.5

In spite of these feelings of confidence, in the final analysis the results were that, due to a lack of understanding, both sides came to a loggerhead and criticized each other. "The public has often heard of the increasing strain in U.S. - Japanese relations, particularly since the discord on the textile negotiations between the two countries."6 From the experience of the writer who has lived in the United States and has some knowledge of the American system and even more knowledge about the Japanese system, he cannot emphasize enough that major overall communication problems are apparent.
I. JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY

U.S. - Japan relations have been in existence more than 180 years since the American vessel "Lady Washington landed in Kushimoto, Japan in 1791, some 60 years before Commodore Matthew Perry opened the Orient". Hopkins recites an episode of the voyage:

They went into a harbour on the southern coast of Japan where they were received by the natives with the greatest hospitality. Here Captain Kendrick displayed the American flag which is probably the first ever seen in that quarter ... In a few days sail from this they discovered a group of islands to which, on account of the natives bringing water off to sell, was given the name of Water Islands because of their not being down on any chart existent. The natives of these islands as well as those of Japan and the Chinaman could not understand each other in talking, but in writing they could well. Their tarry among these islands was short. The two vessels parted company soon after leaving them, each making the best of his way to this coast.

The relations between the two countries since that time have been characterized as amicable and friendly with the exception of the Pacific War. Edwin O. Reishaur, in his book, "The Meaning of the Japanese - American Partnerships" put it this way:

The relationship between Japan and the United States (over the 120 years) could be accurately described not just as association but as friendship. (In) the talks between Prime Minister Ikeda and President Kennedy last June in Washington, I noticed the term "partnership" was used more and more, and it has been heard a great deal ever since.
At present, at least on the surface, there seems to be no serious conflict in basic interests between the two countries. Professor Kitamura stated these interests to be: (1) the maintenance of peace and prosperity in Asia and the world; (2) the preservation of a political ideal which will allow independent nations - states, no matter how competitive to live in a free and peaceful world order; (3) the promotion of free trade on a global basis. On the other hand, emergence of certain conflicts and frictions are apparent in economic, political and business fields. Although Japan's economy has been internationalized to a certain extent and Japan's business community has been exposed to the outside world with the progressive expansion of trade, liberalization as well as capital transaction, Japan's concentration on her economic pursuit in international trade without being involved with international controversy has caused some friction in U.S. - Japanese relations. "Japan's policy is not truly reciprocal because it prevents foreign imports by subtle administrative "guidance" and undue restrictions on foreign capital. Such behavior could be understood as long as Japan was a war-devastated country." Some foreign observers perceive this trend as a trade "war" and express fear that Japan might be on the road to remilitarization. Brzezinski gives a rather gloomy prediction of Japan's future in this respect as opposed to an economist, Herman Kahn,
who makes rather optimistic views on it. Rolf Clough, who served as a foreign service officer and presently is a senior fellow at the Brookings Institute gives a fair warning: "If Japan again becomes military powerful ... its domestic policies and its attitude toward other countries could not fail to be profoundly altered."12

Although Japan has climbed back to a level of prosperity that made her a so-called Economic Giant, there could be a real danger here. The decade of the 1970's is an age characterized by accelerated changes all over the world, including U.S. - Japanese relations. If the gear shifting of U.S. - Japanese relations cannot keep abreast of the latest changes, both countries might plunge into another period of disaster.

It is high time for both countries to ponder such problems within the framework of International and Intercultural Communications and adjust the communication behavior of the two countries to enable them to make accommodations for the changes affecting the United States and Japan in this multipolar world. Without fine-tuning, so to speak, in communication there is little chance to work together to achieve stability and peace in Asia and throughout the world.

In previous paragraphs, the writer mentioned some of the problems that have developed during U.S. - Japanese relations and briefly touched upon the basic root of these problems: differences in styles of communication. It is
necessary for the continued improvement of U.S.-Japanese relations to understand how the Japanese styles of communication work and how these communication behaviors themselves may prevent arguments from being reached when in negotiation with U.S. counterparts since they are based on vastly different cultural norms.

During the past several years, a few analysts have presented writings which were composed of the communication behaviors of the Japanese people and U.S. citizens. Most of these have been simple descriptions and have been written for businessmen, tourists and others. They are mainly of the 'How to behave while in Japan' or 'information on cultural peculiarities on the basis of one's subjective views or observations' type.* These may be helpful to an extent, but if one is to go beyond a superficial and sometimes inaccurate simple recognition of a difference and achieve a deeper understanding of not only how, but why Japanese communication styles differ from American styles, more research is imperative.

Experts investigating this problem should examine the following questions: Are disagreements due to actual or perceptual differences in ideas or attitudes? What misunderstandings and adverse feelings are due to the communication process itself? Since the field of intercultural com-

* A good example is Howard Van Zandt's book "How to Negotiate in Japan". See the footnote 16 in the Chapter Notes.
munication is so broad that the questions such as those above need to be asked and explored by other researchers and applied to many instances in the future. This investigation will be limited to the two national groups previously described and in the area of interpersonal and small group decision-making.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

"Social Psychology Group Process For Decision-Making",13 "The Dynamics of Discussion",14 "Organizational Decision-Making"15 and others already include descriptions of U.S. systems of reaching agreement. Less well known but also available are descriptions of the Japanese system such as "How to Negotiate in Japan",16 "Traditional Japanese Management Decision-Making",17 "Background, Characteristics and Recent Trend in Japanese Management",18 and others.

Very few authors have explored intercultural communication. There is a need for this to be brought to the awareness of those involved not only in the field of communication and area studies, but in publications and teaching. Future study should be based on this.

What is needed is better comprehension of why each behaves separate ways; a discovery of the cultural and traditional roots. This will lead to a better recognition and appreciation of the systems by the culturally exposed participants, thus allowing them to accept and understand re-
spectfully the subtle distinctions within those systems.

Better communication between people anywhere is desirable, but the contemporary political scene makes the need for improved problem solving techniques between negotiators vitally important. This study will not deal with communication forms of journalistic writing or formal written exchanges. It will not approach the area of mass media or broadcasting. It is intended to explore the form of communication taking place most often in the business and government community, people talking with people, or interpersonal communication.

III. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to (1) describe and analyze the different methods used by Japanese and U.S. persons to reach agreement in small group deliberations, (2) discover the depth of commitment and personal involvement with these methods by tracing their historical beginnings, and (3) draw implications from (1) and (2) as to the probability of success of current problem solving deliberations involving members of both groups.

IV. THESIS STATEMENT

This thesis will be based upon the following assumptions: (1) Much of our difficulty in communication across cultures comes from the fact that there is a lack of understanding and knowledge about one's own culture's communica-
tion patterns and how they differ from another. (2) Today's world problems and increased interaction make this study of intercultural communication highly important.

There are three statements that are made in this thesis. (1) There is a difference in communication styles between the United States and Japan within negotiating groups of these two nations, specifically differences in small group deliberation and methods of reaching agreement. (2) These differences are due to cultural heritages and historical developments and are therefore deeply rooted in each society. (3) The differences often stand in the way of effective intercultural deliberations and cause problems.

V. RESEARCH METHOD

The research plan of this thesis is as follows: (1) Search historical records for the basis of today's Japanese traditional lifestyles and discover the emerging cultural influences which have shaped and molded Japanese thoughts, behaviors and communication patterns. (2) Record these cultural influences in a time sequence to provide a sense and feeling for the depth that these communication behaviors which are retained and rooted in the culture. (3) Describe the movement of the old patterns into present day communication forms to see whether the influences have changed or erased traditional elements. (4) Repeat (1), (2) and (3) in a more limited fashion with regard to U.S. decision making.
process. (5) Draw the contrast of U.S. and Japan methods of reaching agreement. (6) Illustrate examples of the typical interaction when representatives from both countries encounter in the small group deliberation setting.

The writer made a synthesis of carefully selected descriptions, analysis and views of both Japanese and American writers and researchers. He also included the results of his direct observations, day to day experiences, interviews and field work in Japan and the United States.

This leads to new insights and self-awareness of our historically and culturally influenced communication styles and at the same time is a basis for future researchers.
CHAPTER I. NOTES
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CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL BASIS OF JAPANESE COMMUNICATION FORMS

To find the root of Japanese communication, a look deep into Japan's past and an understanding of the type of land the inhabitants live in is essential.

I. JOMON PERIOD (250 B.C. and Before)

The Japanese archipelago had its origin in submarine volcanic activity on the floor of the Pacific Ocean. As the volcanoes increased in size and height and the base spread, the Japanese archipelago gradually began to appear through the surface of the Pacific. Over eons of time, the island's present mass of approximately 140,000 square miles came into being, so mountainous that only 15 percent of its surface area could support human habitation. This scarcity of arable land was to affect deeply the people who were to settle this land chain in that it enforces closeness and cooperative living.

Scientists speculate those early settlers began to drift in across land bridges to the mainland and were composed of Peking, Java Man and other homines. Collectively, they formed the Jomon culture. It was not until milleniums later that culture as we know it began to make its appear-
ance in Japan. By this time, about 7,000 B.C. the land bridges were no longer in existence and Japan had been completely isolated from outside human influence for tens of thousands of years. Our knowledge of those Jomon people comes largely from the pottery which they left behind and also from their grave mounds.

II. YAYOI PERIOD (250 B.C. - 300 A.D.)

The primitive hunters and gatherers of the Jomon culture gave way in the beginning of the Christian era to a new group of people called the Yayoi who entered Japan in about 250 B.C. from continental Asia. It was the Yayoi people who initiated the creation of Japanese culture as we now know it today. These early settlers brought with them wet rice cultivation and a strong tie with their fellows on the Asian mainland, particularly Korea. By 100 A.D., the Yayoi culture was out in front to dominate the central area of Japan.

As this wet rice cultivation spread and new immigrants arrived from Asia, the Yayoi culture exercised its dominance throughout Japan, pushing the Jomon peoples into the farthestmost inhospitable regions of the archipelago.

By 300 A.D., the Yayoi people had established semi-unified states controlling virtually all of Japan. A basic understanding of this early culture group is vital as well as crucial in understanding the later development of com-
munication and culture in Japan from two standpoints.

The first standpoint is the identification of a native Japanese culture by the cultivation of rice and cultural norms that must go with it. The second is the connection with the more advanced mainland cultures of Korea and China and their continual interaction with those people throughout the next several centuries. Wet rice cultivation, the gift of the Yayoi people to Japan, requires sedentary communities with a large measure of cooperation between the individuals in the community. Conflict in this sort of community can be extremely detrimental both to the existence of the community and to the individuals in the community.

In such a society, an individual who asserts himself will hurt the feelings of others and thereby do harm to himself by interfering with the normal cooperative relationships existing between groups. The significant criteria for judging actions as well as behavior was whether they were right or best for the group. By the same token, the concept of territoriality leading to the concept of family and we-group identification began to emerge. The Japanese learned to adjust themselves to this type of familial society and created forms of expression suitable to life in it. Thus began the principle of heteronomy which is held in conjunction with the Amae psychology as core personality characteristics of today's Japanese people. The religion of the Yayoi communities consisted of worship of tutelary
gods and local deities. Even today, there is a tendency among Japanese people to worship and settle close around their local deities and gods. This perpetuation of the community is deeply rooted in the people and has led to their stressing of interpersonal relationships and the spirit of harmony and concord in particular. The Japanese have learned to place a special importance to the human nexus and group solidarity in that manner with relative disregard to the individual. All of these cultural phenomena spring from the nature of wet rice cultivation and are evident throughout the wet rice cultivation zones of Eastern Asia. These norms are, for the most part, ecologically essential for the survival of the group.

The second major reason that the Yayoi is important in today's context is that they provided a close contact with the people of the Korean Peninsula and through them with the people of China leading to close identity with these people. As a matter of fact, the bond between southern Kyushu, the southernmost island of Japan, and the people of southern Korea was probably closer than the bond existing between the people of Kyusu and the people of Honshu to the north of them. Through this largely friendly association came the advanced ideas of the great Chinese state which enabled early Yayoi people to advance their political system far more quickly than otherwise might have happened. This cultural input from Sinitic civilization to the West enabled early Yayoi
people to develop at a noticeably faster degree than any other comparable wet rice cultivation society. Most of the cultural elements in the Japanese society which are regarded as native elements rather than imported elements, and which will be stressed several times in this study are derived from the Yayoi culture.

III. YAMATO PERIOD (CA. 300 A.D. - 710 A.D.)

Following the Yayoi period was the Yamato period during which the Japanese people began to develop small kingdoms throughout Kyushu and southern Honshu. These early kingdoms began direct association with the Chinese dynasties. The earliest known exchange of envoys occurred in 57 A.D., when the Japanese kingdoms of Nu sent envoys to the Han dynasty. Again in 130 A.D., it is known that the ruler of Yamatai, Himiko, sent envoys to the Chinese kingdoms of Wei. These early kingdoms gave way, in 350 A.D., to the establishment of Yamato, which exercised hegemony over all of Japan through a single imperial family. This ushered in the Yamato period which was to last about 200 years and was characterized by the further refinement of the developing Japanese system, as well as the development of the aforementioned leader, Himiko's matriarchal society. For Himiko, unlike later rulers, was a woman. This period was also characterized by isolation from China and as the Japanese grew in power, armed conflict with the people of
the Korean Peninsula ensued. The Yamato period was the period of the first centralized states in Japan. It was also a period of primitive deities and gods, formalized into the Shinto religion. These gods were primarily gods of production, and of natural phenomena. It was also a period of relative isolation with China which lasted until about 600 A.D. with the advent of the power of Prince Shotoku, who brought in the great Nara period.

IV. NARA PERIOD TILL FEUDALISTIC PERIOD (710 A.D. - 1185 A.D.)

During the Nara period, the element of concord between the people was again stressed to an enormous degree in Japan. When Prince Shotoku came to power, relations with China were again regarded as vitally important to Japan. He presided over the introduction of Buddhism and Confucianism from China and helped spread these philosophical ideas among the Japanese people together with Shintoism.

He contended that, "Shinto, Buddhism and Confucianism form the tree that is Japan. Shinto is the root (the character of people and their national traditions, Confucianism the trunk and branches (code of ethics, educational systems and legal institutions), and Buddhism the fruit and flowers (the flower of spiritual life and the fruit of religious sentiment)." However, the newly imported Mahayama Buddhism and Confucianism were modified to fit the special circumstances and cultural environment ex-
isting in Japan. Confucianism came to the fore during the Tokugawa period which shall be discussed later. Prince Shotoku also attached a great importance to production with agricultural rituals in agrarian villages and the ethic and importance of labor were set down as elements of right behavior. This became firmly rooted behavior and the importance of these ideas continued in Japan. Confucianism, which entered Prince Shotoku's reign, created vertical relationships between individuals in terms of social stratification, with an emphasis on the superior and inferior dichotomy of society. However, Japan, which was a cooperative society in which concord between lord and subject was of principal importance, molded Confucianism into a system which was largely based upon propriety and decorum, not practicality as it was in China. Thus, Confucianism became largely ceremonial in Japan while the native basis of cooperation and compromise was even further enhanced and was given more emphasis.

Prince Shotoku stated, "...people should not merely follow or obey but discussion should be carried on in the atmosphere of concord and harmony. So one might attain right views." Confucianism as it was developed and existed in China was virtually the opposite. The great Confucian scholar Mencius for example, gave a better idea of the general picture: "Great men have their proper business...Some labor with their minds, and some labor with
their strength. Those who labor with their minds govern others; those who labor with strength are governed by others.  

Therefore, inferiors must listen to and obey superiors. Superiors must look upon the inferiors as their children. Etienne Balazs also explains:

...for the ordinary subject, the cardinal virtue was absolute obedience. Its unalterable aim was to maintain the status quo of the social hierarchy... respectfulfulness, humility, deference, docility, complete submission and subordination to elders and betters - these were the dominant features of the Confucian ethic that helped to cement the hierarchy, creating a patriarchal, paternalistic world in which gradations of rank, from the sovereign downward, were marked.

More on these seemingly conflicting philosophies is in the summary of this chapter. Thus, Japan developed a social hierarchy based on Confucianism and maintained a cooperative society with native values. With this in mind, it can be stated that the centralized monarchy had little absolute power at any time and did not exist as a dictatorship. Buddhism entered Japan in this era and found far more fertile ground to develop in than Confucianism had, and maintained more of its true character.

Buddhism developed with ideas of humanitarianism, moral self-reflection and tolerance along with other spiritual values. The most popular and influential form of Buddhism in Japan was Zen, a mixture of Buddhist with
Taoism doctrine which originated in China and stressed the value of sudden insight and demeaned the importance of verbal communication. It should be noted here that the writer often comes across such items in print as "Zen Buddhist teaching places great value on silence and the communication of ideas and feelings by non-verbal means." Two Zen sects later appeared in Japan, however. One was Rinzai Zen which attached far more significance to non-verbal communication than verbal. The other was Soto Zen which on the contrary placed a stress on the importance of verbal communication.

At any rate, the emphasis on non-verbal communication in Japan (linked with concept of Rinzai) and the development of intuitive processes of thinking found an easy acceptance among people long accustomed to total community solidarity, a uniform moral code and a highly developed community of sympathy and empathy. Along with the introduction of these two great philosophical systems, Chinese culture began to influence the communication of Japan with the introduction of the Chinese system of writing and Chinese literature. The Chinese system was later mixed with the Japanese system to create the unique writing system which exists in Japan today. In addition, "Japan borrowed flowery phraseology on which the Chinese were accustomed to give their reasons for the existence of laws." This system also helped the Japanese people to develop the different levels of formality used in the Japanese language and
the many polite forms which signify interpersonal distance and ranking.21

V. FEUDALISTIC PERIOD, KAMAKURA AND MUROMACHI (1185 A.D. - 1600 A.D.)

During the Kamakura era (1185-1333) Japanese feudalistic society took root. Japan, at this time, again became an isolated state. The national life under feudalism was said to be a kind of reaction against foreign stimuli and culture, and also an assertion of native habits and ideas. The feudalistic period in Japan took the form of an absolute dictatorship having wide military powers and existing as an independent dynasty. In these dark ages Japan enhanced the formal dichotomy of superiors and inferiors, and introduced the ethics of the samurai (warrior) code and their absolute control of the society. There was little change during the next several centuries. The Rinzai Zen sect, now became widespread, playing a tremendously significant role in encouraging non-verbal communication. The high value placed on non-verbal communication had a strong impact on the Japanese mind which continues to the present. Some of the Japanese arts, such as Noh drama, the Kabuki theater and the Tea ceremony can be perceived and appreciated only within the framework of non-verbal communication. At the end of the Muromachi period, military dictatorship under the Shogun began to elaborate into the following
Tokugawa period.

VI. TOKUGAWA PERIOD (1603 A.D. - 1867 A.D.)

It was this period that Confucianism which first took root in Japan during the Nara era came to be a potent force and through the ensuing centuries its effective ideologies penetrated into the situational ethics, consciousness, customs, values and thought patterns of the Japanese people. Jack Seward elaborated on Confucianism during this era in the following manner:

The first Tokugawa Shogun recognized the Confucious classics as a source of the political and social stability he was seeking to establish and had them printed in Japan for the first time. Whereas the father-son relationship had been given primary emphasis in China (and had been the strength of the Chinese familial system), Tokugawa preferred that the Japanese give primary obedience to their rulers (to the clan chiefs and through them to the House of Tokugawa). Edwin Reishauer states, "(there was an emphasis on) the almost ritualistic embodiment of the (obedience) value in specific patterns of conduct...and the external controls they required to form a well-regulated peaceful society." Furthermore, Tokugawa applied his own idea of the way of the warrior. The code of military ethics had a particular emphasis on loyalty, conformity, self-effacement (suppression of one's own inner feeling and emotions which hinders fulfillment of duty), human feeling and aforementioned obedience to authority. Fulfillment of
one's obligations received the utmost emphasis. A rigid and strong hierarchy organized society in terms of class stratification was stressed. Each individual fell in the following classes: (1) warriors, (2) farmers, (3) artisans and, (4) merchants. The warriors (samuri), the most privileged class and obtained such benefits as social stature, education, military discipline, political power and honor. The rest of them were ranked according to their productivity. The farmers were next in line in terms of status, however, merchants were at the bottom. Each knew where he had to fall in his own classification or class and the social hierarchy was clear and thought to be age, occupation, family status, wealth, position in family and marital status. It was through this system that behavior for each position was strictly controlled. Self-effacement thus, has long been thought to be a virtue. One is still socially expected to do this. Expressing one's own emotions and feelings and thought too overtly is considered to be bad taste. Confucian doctrine was the preoccupation of education on the part of youth regardless of their place in the class structure. Although the "Tokugawa era is characterized as Confucian culture," there was a new movement against this Confucianism. Tokugawa period is also characterized as a period of national seclusion. There appeared scholars like Nakamoto Tominaza, Norinaga Motoori, Shoin Yeshida and others who strongly showed an unfavorable reaction and a marked distaste toward Confucianism and instead advocated national
earning, their ideas were strictly laid down to Tokugawa Government. To cite an example, Shoin Yoshida criticized Confucianism and Mencius in this fashion:

"It was wrong of Confucius and Mencius to have left their native states and to have served other countries, for a sovereign and a father are essentially the same. To call one's sovereign unwise and dull, and forsake one's native state in order to find another state is like calling one's father foolish and moving from one's house to the next house to become the son of neighbor. The Confucius and Mencius lost sight of this truth and can never be justified."

Buddhism, in this period, regarded as being the protection of state, did not develop as it did in preceding centuries. This was because the religion was in reality under the control of the Tokugawa Shogunate who preferred the Confucian warrior image. Due to the above stated influences, so-called Dialectics which had developed in other parts of the world did not penetrate deeply into the Japanese way of thinking, despite scholars like Baisen Miura and some others who advocated dualism and the law of the excluded middle. By this time Heizel had set forth the principles of dialectics even more systematically. Neither rhetoric nor oratory could find a place to root in the Japanese mind.

It was during the Tokugawa Shogun that mercantilism began to develop and it enabled the Tokugawa regime to flourish. It's impact also eventually caused the downfall of the Tokugawa whose system was not built to handle it. This development of a mercantilism as well as sophisticated urban culture was not the only way in which the foundation for a modernized Japan was being laid during this period.
Tokugawa was already in decline when the so-called Black ships of Perry anchored off Uraga in 1853 and sparked the civil war between the Shogun who succeeded in introducing reforms and strengthening her military power and were opponents, young reactionary leaders who swiftly moved to war against Tokugawa regime. It was the Tokugawa who were worn out in the final struggle to be replaced by the Emperor as the most powerful force in Japan.

VII. MEIJI PERIOD (1868 A.D. - 1912 A.D.)

Meiji period was the second period in Japanese history that the Emperor Mutsuhito held great political power. This momentous change from Tokugawa to Meiji occurred under increasing threat of foreign involvement in Japan itself, and may have been helped along because of that threat. The Meiji period encountered a crossroads and had to determine the alternatives of going forward into modern civilization or falling back into ancient culture. Western civilization and culture which was oscillating or shaping the Japanese peoples' mind was born out of a scientific ideal and its progress stemmed from this fact, whereas certain time-honored moral concepts served to hinder the development of this very science in Japan. There occurred an unfortunate state of affairs wherein the cultural heritage of Japan was put to a severe test. For example there were rabid innovators proclaiming historical arts of Japan as hopelessly out-of-date and all but worthless. Elise Grille states: (During Meiji
period) collections of many centuries were scattered, and what could not be readily sold was often broken or burned to make room for the new. In the orgy of foreignism that swept every corner of the nation's life, the arts of Japan seemed doomed to be swept aside and replaced by European models of a type generally considered academic passe' in their home countries. Therefore, not only Tenshin Okakura but Ernest Fenollosa urged that a stop be put to the wholesale destruction of Japanese cultural heritage. Both of them were concerned about the fate of things about Japan than were many native hotheads. Ernest Fenollosa (1853-1903) was a visiting lecturer during his stay in Japan in 1878; he joined Okakura in his research on Japanese art. Upon returning to America, he served the position of curator of the Asiatic Department of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, a position which Okakura later held. The conservation of Japanese value and traditional art in Japan owes much to them. The Meiji Emperor introduced major reforms increasing the importance of scientific, technological, political, educational institutions that were controlled by the central government. Also, the government undertook as one of its first steps to assist in the conversion of business organizations into joint-stock companies. Between 1871 and 1872, the class stratification based on the four classes of society was abolished and the freedom of choice in occupation by all classes of people was recognized. During this
era, Japan found herself in the process of rapid transition from old to new and the pull between native values and modern values. In the late 19th century, Japan began to be involved with the bitter struggle which was taking place among the great powers of the world. In the West, at the time, there was a general acceptance in international power policies that great powers had a right to extend their military powers to acquire natural resources by ruling over lesser nations, Japan also began to accept this idea as natural with increasing modernization.

VIII. TAISHO PERIOD (1912 A.D. - 1926 A.D.)

This period was not a happy time either for Japan or any of the industrialized nations. Japan was also in a position of playing an aggressive role abroad and the military leaders reinforced their holds on the civil government. A large number of people longed for the emotional security of the old ways. "The ideal of harmony through consensus in a collectivist society seemed attractive, even if the means of achieving it in a pluralistic, modern society were not clear."34

IX. SHOWA PERIOD (1926 A.D. - )

Despite the fact that there was a public sentiment against military power, communications technology which was in the hands of military leaders was used for the object of
gaining influence and control over the minds, as well as the thinking and perception of the people and finally, Japan went into the most tragic period of its history, World War II. Japan learned the lesson that there was very little to be done with military strength. The Japanese people found the term "nationalism and patriotism" distasteful. Some people have maintained that if Japan had a universalistic frame of mind, she might not have taken the road to militarism.

Japan and the Japanese people have taken many paths to self-fulfillment in the world today, however the basic communication patterns which developed early in the Yayoi period are still valid for the most part today. From the Yayoi period to the present, a span of some 2000 years, communication styles, unique to Japan developed through various influences upon the Japanese people. These styles can be termed either foreign or native depending on whether they developed according to the unique ecological systems of Japan or were brought from China, Korea and other parts of Asia, and modified in Japan. Taken as a whole, they form Japanese culture and Japanese styles of communication.

X. SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL ELEMENTS INFLUENCING THE JAPANESE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM WITH REGARD TO CONSENSUS

Early Japan was an agricultural, endogamic and matriarchal society. However, as time went on, Japan began to receive cultural inputs from several different areas, nota-
bly China and Korea. These influences peaked in Japan's Nara and Heian periods with the introduction of Mahayama Buddhism and Confucianism, although their influences were felt much earlier.

The impact of these foreign systems stimulated the Japanese people to accept them, but not before adapting them to fit native Japanese culture. Therefore, although they had foreign origins, they became uniquely Japanese in practice. These philosophical systems had a strong influence on the people and made changes in the communication system in government. In the final analysis, communication systems in the business sphere and throughout the whole of society were no less affected.

The first major noticeable change was the development of a patriarchal basis in society from the original matriarchal basis. Another major change was the increasingly hierarchical basis of society as these changes took place. The glue that cemented this change to a hierarchical system was Confucianism which had developed under the great Han Dynasty. Confucianism institutionalized basically multilevel society that was made up of superiors and inferiors. The Japanese gave a new twist in that the lower level took care of the upper level, and watched after its interests "whereas in China where Confucianism developed the reverse was true". 35

Thus, a unique system of communication developed which
has served Japan through the centuries. This system when viewed from the outside was vertical in terms of social stratification with orders being passed down from the top and implemented at the bottom without question. In fact, the communication flow was not downward, just the opposite. An order was initiated at the lower levels and a subsequent decision formalizing this action made at the top. Orders might originate at the top but were modified and converted at the bottom.

In other words "consensus which was introduced from the Tank government system into Japan in 645 A.D." manifested the various levels of a decision making body. The question arises as to how decisions were made at the lower level. The opening article of the Constitution initiated by Prince Shotoku is an example:

...it calls for harmony among different classes in a community...It contains the idea of compromise of reaching agreement on what the ordinary principle, called Li, demands in any case under dispute.

Whether the origin of this consensus pattern of decision making was based upon Buddhism or Confucianism is a matter of great concern to historians. Professor Ryusuke Tsunoda is an example of one who maintains that the origin might stem from Buddhism. At any rate, the Confucianism adopted by Shotoku is considered to be somewhat contradictory to the Buddhist principle. Since the people at the bottom were taking care of those on a higher level, the upper level could not very well force demanding or unaccep-
table decisions on them. Also, if this type of order was carried out, it could damage potentially those at the top by alienating their subordinates on whom they relied.

In addition, due to the acceptance of Confucianism and Buddhism, harmony, responsibility and hierarchy were stressed. A horizontal and hierarchical class system came into being which emphasized the superiority of one class over another and formalized intergroup relations into an elaborate etiquette. Consensus was the only way the group could function under these circumstances and maintain its outward institutionalized forms.

Another element to consider is that of change within society. As Japanese society evolved and changed in response to the aforementioned foreign stimuli, consensus was the best way to cope with change. A further explanation of this is found in the previous section.

During the feudal period, the emergency of a feudalistic military regime came to the surface, and as a consequence downward vertical type of communication became apparent. One-way communication from leaders to subordinates lacking consensus was initiated by powerful military leaders. Thus, the more absolute feudal system was applied and a system of absolute despotism reigned. The Tokugawa period provided a transition in society's base. It shifted from a warrior based feudalistic society into a mercantile society. However, again the influence of the traditional hori-
zontal method of thinking on the part of merchants was strong. The eventual result was the downfall of the strong feudalistic, so-called Sengoku, basis of society and the tremendous rise in the importance and influence of the merchant class. This, in turn, resulted in the re-emergence of consensus, and reflowering of communication from its basically despotic basis into a more consensual basis with some major exceptions.

During the Tokugawa regime, neo-confucianism was manipulated by the Shogunate for the purpose of military discipline as in the case of the way of warrior and class structure called "SHINO KOSHO." During the following Meiji period, Zaibatsu, a Japanese term which refers to a money clique, began to develop a method of decision-making by consensus called "Ringi". This was emphasized to a noticeable degree in government agencies and in large Japanese corporations. (It will be explained in a later chapter.) The emergence of Zaibatsu and Ringi climaxed in the Meiji Restoration. Therefore, the basic factor leading to the Meiji Restoration was the rise of a mercantile class, not the introduction of foreign ships as most historians believe.

The rise of what may be termed the democratization of Japan following World War II changed many outward forms of society. But basic philosophies underlying Japanese society still permeated the people. The result of this pattern of modernization was evidently felt in the Japanese communication system in government and private industries where a
return to a basically pre-feudal system occurred. On the one hand, Japan made strides in terms of technology and industry and opened her eyes and interests to the outside world. On the other hand, events, particularly the victory over China in 1895 led to the nationalism and militarism which preoccupied Japan. During the Taisho period, Japan again made an abrupt about face and readopted feudalistic communication patterns for the want of a better term. Following the disaster of World War II, Japan concentrated on rebirth in politics, education, economics and other things. While during the occupation period the power of authoritarianism and paternalism weakened owing to the development of democratization. Democracy was imposed on Japan from outside, though it does appear to have been genuinely accepted, it was reinforced by two conditions, one external, one internal.

In the business community in particular, a new range of communication systems concerning management was introduced through the CCS (Civil Communication of the United States Government), MTP (Management Training Program) and others. In addition, case studies and group discussions introduced from the United States were applied in Japanese industrial corporations. Japan adopted almost entirely some of the American systems in that respect. Nevertheless, the co-existence of eastern traditions and western practices in decision making in government and, of course, in the
business community has lingered on to the present day.

In the period after World War II, Japanese-American relations began to flower; thus there were massive increases in the amount of communication between the two countries, both in business and government spheres.
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CHAPTER III

TRADITIONAL JAPANESE CULTURAL ELEMENTS AND SELECTED COMMUNICATION FORMS THAT HAVE BEEN RETAINED

The preceding chapter briefly covered the history of Japanese culture, language and behavior. This chapter will primarily focus its attention on two major elements of the aforementioned 2000 years of history which predominate in present Japanese society and affect communication styles.

The two selected elements are a (1) system of hierarchy which includes the sense of discipline, benevolence, self-deprecation, non-verbal behavior (use of bow) and verbal behavior and the (2) need for harmony which encompasses vagueness of language, advatism or use of intuition (awareness of other's needs and feeling via non-verbal cues) and the humane sensibility.

As these two major areas are analyzed, it should be helpful for the reader to recall the history behind each element and reasons for its coming into being in order to appreciate the degree to which it permeates modern 20th century Japan.

A. SYSTEM OF HIERARCHY

In Japan there still exists a system of hierarchy which is composed of a social layering of society represent-
ing class structure and systems of values and respect with
the higher person at the higher levels of the hierarchy and
lower persons attempting to move up through the various
levels of society in order to achieve greater social status
and respect. This system is evidenced and maintained through
several common devices which will be described individually.

Sense of Discipline

"On" is the Japanese term for a deep sense of ascribed ob-
ligation. It is the writer's speculation that an early form
of "on" is a Japanese blending of Confucianism, with its
hierarchical forms, Buddhism in the Japanese sense of bene-

A strong case can be made for this when one looks at the
different types of obligatory systems. There is still one
type due to the Emperor and there are other types such as
"on" from children to parents, master from disciples, teachers
from pupils and the like. They are all strongly embedded in
Chinese Philosophy and found their expression in Confucian-
ism. However, it was not until the appearance of the
Tokugawa Shogunate (1603-1867 A.D.) and the advent to
power of Tokugawa Ieyasu that "on" came to occupy a vital
place. It still enjoys this place today in Japanese society.
At the time of Tokugawa, the system of despotism was devel-
oped and required a philosophical justification. This
justification is found in "on". "On" as it exists today has
changed from the Tokugawa era. Today's feeling of "on", which is incurred by the inferior because of a superior's action, is of such a nature that repayment of the debt is impossible. The main type of "on" which exists today is probably that of filial piety, that is the obligation to one's parents for bringing one into the world and for raising one. It is not something that can be taken lightly and often times an individual's behavior will be, to a great degree, shaped by this obligation. Throughout life, one must respect and obey his or her parents in order to repay this deep indebtedness. There is a well known saying in Japan that "Debt of 'on' toward one's parents is deeper than the ocean and higher than the mountain".

"Giri" is a prescribed obligation, but unlike "on" can be repaid and erased by an exactly equal repayment within a prescribed period of time. However, as long as it exists, it can never be forgotten. "Giri" is usually a debt between equals but also could be from an inferior to a superior. Because of the hierarchical systems in present day Japan, an inferior could not give a gift to a superior except as a return on the superior's gift.

"On" and "giri" also find their place in the Japanese business world. It has often been said that Japanese companies are like a large family, even in large firms which enjoy business on a world wide basis. They find their expression in such uniquely Japanese practices as life-time
employment, the seniority system and a totally paternalistic organizational structure.

Another way that "on" and "giri" affect the operation of the Japanese business world is by intimidating those in lesser positions in the company establishment from openly speaking up or disagreeing with a superior. Should he do so, he could be accused of being a person who does not know "on" and "giri", a serious accusation in Japan. It should be mentioned that the superior had undoubtedly provided much needed help and necessary moral support previously, thus giving the inferior a debt of "on", a permanent fixture of their relationship.4

A review of the various categories of the obligatory systems follows.5

A. "On - it is ascribed obligation possibly incurred.
   a. On received from parents.
   b. On to one's master, boss, teacher, mentor and the like.
   c. On received from Emperor (particularly before World War II).
   d. On received from all contacts in the course of a life time.

B. "Giri" - The debt must be paid with mathematical equivalent and then it no longer exists. "Giri" is apparently Japanese and results from a blending of Confucianism and Buddhism.
1. Giri to the world or public as a whole. The term "sekentei" (one's face toward public or society) and "suji michi o tosu" (the way one must take steps) stem largely from this concept.
   a. Duties to relatives outside the immediate family.
   b. Duties to non-related person due to "on" received as a gift or favor for work contributed.

2. Giri to one's name. The term "rashiku", "one as it should be" springs from this concept.
   a. Duty to clear one's reputation of insult or implication of failure.
   b. One's duty to admit no professional failure or ignorance.
   c. Duty to observe respectful behavior not living above one's station in life, curbing all displays of feeling of inappropriate condition.

3. "Gimu" - It refers to proper and fitting behavior of the payment of the obligation. One example is that one must play the role one is assigned in life positively.
   a. Loyalty to the Emperor (particularly before World War II) law and country.
   b. Duties to parents and ancestors, the Emperor (particularly before World War II) and one's work.
   c. Time limit is forever.
   d. No more than partial payment is even possible.
   e. Gimu is also found in China.
A Japanese psychologist, Dr. Hiroshi Minami, enlarged upon the above stated discussion as follows:

"Giri" carries various implications in the Japanese language. It is considered to be a sort of convention through which one is required to behave as he should according to circumstances or in any interpersonal relationship... unlike "gimu", "giri" does not support legal rights.6

Both "on" and "giri" strongly support the hierarchy system in Japan.

Benevolence

A feeling of benevolence on the part of the superior in Japan is one of the basis of "on" and the person who shows benevolence to his inferior can always expect that the debt of "on" will be owed him. It is thought that benevolence began to develop in Japanese society with the importation of Buddhism, even though Buddhism in China did not attach much importance to it. Nevertheless, there is no single reference to the work in either of two great early Buddhist works "shin-jin-mei" (the Epigram of Faith), and "shodo-ka" (the Song of Enlightenment).7

This new element found fertile ground for development in Japanese society and has continued to grow in importance. The advent of the significance of "on" gave benevolence a greater priority because it prevented the superior from taking undue advantage of his subordinates while at the same time rewarding his good behavior by establishing debt of "on" in his favor.
"It must be noted that benevolence is to be extended not necessarily as the expression of genuine kindness or sympathy, but as a formal justification of superior status."\(^8\)

**Self-Depreciation**

Self-depreciation entered Japan at a very early date and most probably has a Chinese origin. It is the element which leads most Westerners to comment on the great politeness and modesty or reservation of the Japanese people.\(^9\)

Self-depreciation serves as a device for self-protection, for the lack of a better term, against breaking the rules of decorum. In order to be sure that one is not ignoring "on", assuming a superior's role, individuals may intentionally depreciate their role. Their help and contributions, of course, are still recognized for what they are worth but they themselves are forbidden by etiquette from publically admitting their achievement.

The way in which we have been discussing thus far is evidenced through a sense of discipline, benevolence and self-depreciation. Here, an attempt will be made to illustrate some of the communication behaviors which spring from the element of a system of hierarchy.

**Non-verbal Behavior: Use of Bow**

In Japan, the bow is more than a simple formality. It is an absolute social necessity. One of the first things that Japanese parents teach their children is how to bow
properly.* The extent and depth of a bow points out the person's status in relation to whoever he is bowing to. And in fact, if one were to look at the average Japanese in a telephone booth talking with someone, perhaps, 100 miles away, one could still see the person bowing as the conversation comes to a close. This use of the bow signifies respect and is one of the clearest indications of a person's upbringing and manners. It is vital in all social situations between all individuals no matter how low or high their position in society like Chinese kotow.

Verbal Behavior

Another type of Japanese communication behavior is found in the unique way in which language is utilized to establish different levels of status and formality.**

The Japanese language which belonged to the Ural-Altaic family underwent a fundamental transformation with the massive importation of Korean grammatical features (vowel harmony, word order) and the introduction of the written Chinese language (pictographs, diagrammatic and composite characters) and Chinese thought during the reign of Prince Shotoku. It was at this time that the hierarchy in Japan was beginning to crystalize and the introduction of these linguistic elements, evidently speeded that process.10 Up

* For more information, see Appendix III.
** As for the level of formality, see Appendix II.
until Prince Shotoku's reign, there was no clear and easy way to distinguish the position of people in society through the use of the common language.

The importation and subsequent molding of the written Chinese language provided this method in the following manner. "Depending on the situations or occasions, a person's status, etc., one manipulates an entirely different set of expressions" by substituting the suffix, prefix, verb endings and so on. No matter how polite the tone, the choice of verbs, special nouns and pronouns depict immediately and completely the position of individuals who are speaking.

By way of example, the pronoun "you" has approximately 16 different derivative translations such as "kimi", "anata", "omae", "otaku", "onushi", and others that can still be found in Japan at the present time. Thus, each different form of the word "you" indicates the social position and role relations of the listener in the eye of the speaker and the personal proximity between the two.

To use the wrong format at this time, can result in a mortal insult to the person being spoken to. Because of the problem in determining exactly what language to use, there is a likelihood that many Japanese feel uneasy facing situations in which he or she must meet people for the first time.

Unless the social status, age and other relating things of each other is cleared up in the first meeting, both par-
ties feel insecure and often uncomfortable. It may stand in the way of freer self-disclosure as well as communication. Therefore, the use of name cards is recognizably encouraged once one goes out into the world. It gives us an index of which level of language to use, how to behave and so on so that both parties feel secure later. Without consciousness of establishing ranking order, life could not function smoothly, because establishment of rank is the social norm on which life is based in Japan. Once the ranking order was established in the first meeting, it would last forever and it could be applied to all circumstances.14 The opposite case is true in America.

There are also approximately 8 different forms that refer to children, students and servants which also show the relative status and the social position of the people being spoken to or about. The Japanese language also includes the use of formal levels of honorific and respectful terms which imply ranking within and outside a family. Even now, there are 9 expressions which signify mother and father. In the case of a wife and son, 11 are found. There are 7 for husbands and 9 for daughters. All of which, evidently, tell different levels of intimacy or respect between the two parties.

* The term "servant" is replaced by house keeping helper in terms of euphemism in the Japanese sense of the word.
The writer also should like to mention that the type of speech a Japanese male will use is entirely different from that of a female. The type of speech that men have traditionally used in Japan has been mainly of Chinese origin, which tends to be blunt, more to the point and slightly less formal. Women in Japan use a very stylized and routine form of the Japanese language that indicates their femininity and their traditional status as inferiors.

These different forms were developed by the Japanese people from the Korean grammatical features and the Chinese language. Many points of similarity are found between the Korean language and Japanese language in terms of common words as to agriculture, industrial arts and vowels even during the late Jomon period. The word order in Japanese is entirely different from that of Chinese although efforts were made to Japanize the Chinese sentences and characters. The higher status groups used a Chinese approach, thus creating a clear dichotomy between the two. As time went on, the necessity for further clarification of status was thought to exist.

The use of apology is another verbal behavior stemming from the attitude of self-deprecation. Mr. Sho G. Dozono, a lecturer in Japanese once stated: "The use of apology is also a distinctively Japanese form of expression." In the Western context, apologies are generally used to signify repentence or sorrow over one's own actions.
or another's misfortunes. However, in Japan the use of apology is far more widespread and carries far less emotional weight. An interesting case is evidenced by the fact that the Tokyo Giants, professional baseball team, could not clinch the pennant and made the worst record for the 1975 season. Not only the owner but the manager and all the players decided to apologize for the record in the presence of fans after the final game. The apology is used in Japan not only to express the aforementioned circumstances but also when one wishes to ask for something, when one receives favor and feels that another has gone to some trouble over them, when one feels embarrassed over a given set of circumstances, or when one finds oneself in a difficult position.

This use of apology is deeply rooted in Japanese history and plays an important role in Japanese interpersonal communication today. However, the use of apology by Japanese should not be considered in all cases to be the same as an apology in the Western sense. Rather often it serves only as a means to preface a request.

The Japanese language since the days of the Nara period was simplified a great deal with the invention of two ways of reading called "on-yomi" and "kun-yomi" along with "hiragana" invented by a monk, Kobo Daishi during the 9th century and "Katakana" by Kimino Mabiki during the 8th century. Toward 1935, Yuzo Yamamoto began to show a deep interest in simplifying the Japanese writing system, and he
played a leading role in the language reforms carried out after World War II. Yet many of the elements that were modified during Nara and Heian periods are still valid today. For example, it has been said that an individual must learn that when one talks to a person who is older (superior, friend, inferior, etc.), some specific and particular verbs, nouns, and pronouns need to be selected. In addition it was Prince Shotoku who presided over the elements mentioned above, and the introduction of a very flowery sort of talk that is largely confined to the court.

The communication behaviors that have been covered thus far shaped certain characteristics. There are elements of etiquette which manifest levels of formality, status, superior and inferior relationships and thereby reinforce the existing social hierarchical structure of Japan. Another characteristic that they share in common is that they are by and large of Chinese origin and molded to fit Japanese circumstances and Japanese culture.

B. NEED FOR HARMONY

The second major cultural element that comes from ancient Japan is the strong need for harmony.

The elements to be covered go beyond mere formality and hierarchy into the very basic of Japanese thought. They provide the feeling of solidarity and enforce the group concept that we have concerned ourselves with for the most part
of this paper.
The need of harmony which was stressed in Chapter II, arising from the peculiar ecological condition of wet rice cultivation, has not changed in Japan. Primarily, because Japan has a very dense population and extremely limited land resources to support that population. A high degree of cooperation and lack of friction and confrontation is required for the smooth functioning of society. 18

The ways that communication has aided the sense of harmony in Japan will be discussed.

Vagueness of Language

Vagueness, especially the absence of negative language, is one way of element that enables Japanese people to maintain such a high degree of harmony. There is no word in the Japanese language for the Western dialectic type of "No". 19 Instead more vague and round-about terms must be used to express negative ideas and to preserve the relationships between individuals. What Japanese people have developed is the technique of suggestion or implication known as "Honomekasu" in Japanese. In addition, it is worth noting that as some of the readers who studied Japanese can recognize, predicate comes before the verb in Japanese. This means that one cannot keep tract of where the speaker stands if he can hear the whole sentence. A psychological merit will be given to him when he can shift gears and his position in
anticipation of the speaker's reaction to it. But there will be a case that one is left wondering whether the speaker really means what he mentions. This vagueness of language is likely to prove a major pitfall when used with persons from the United States and elsewhere. It is this vagueness of language, the absence of the word "no" and the reluctance to express ideas contrary to the wishes of the guest or of the majority which leads to misunderstanding.

A case in point were the summit talks between President Nixon and Prime Minister Sato. To a question raised by President Nixon, Prime Minister Sato replied by saying, "I'll take care of it". What he actually meant was "I'll do my best to find a solution". His desire to avoid friction was interpreted as an indication of his willingness to go along. This was merely a desire on the part of the Japanese government to avoid offending the American government, much as the Japanese government would have done with any other power.20

This vagueness of language has perhaps, been a factor in Japan as early as the Yayoi period. It has undoubtedly caused countless misunderstandings not only between Japanese and abroad, who either did not understand the cue or who wanted the dialectic "Yes" or "No" answer, but also perhaps between Japanese and Japanese. This vagueness of language is one of the major fundamental differences between America and Japan as far as communication patterns are con-
cerned. It is based, like all other communication differences on culturally conditioned ways of living and thinking such as have been reported in the previous chapter. Karl Pribram stated his view on the importance of thought patterns as follows:

Mutual understanding and peaceful relations among people of the earth have been impeded not only by the multiplicity of language, but to an even greater degree by differences in patterns of thought - that is by differences in the methods adopted for defining the sources of knowledge, and for organizing coherent thinking -- the most striking differences among philosophical doctrines are attributable to deep seated divergencies in the methods of forming fundamental concepts and of defining the functions of reason - that is, the cognitive power of the human mind and the extent and validity of that power.21

The Western mind which embodies a dualistic Yes or No approach simply cannot comprehend the Eastern mind which people in the West regard as illogical and which basically tends to be advatistic.

The Japanese, on the other hand, might regard Westerners as vulgar for obvious displays of over ambition when they presume to give direct replies.

Advatism or use of Intuition

Advatism asserts that reality is non dualistic. It leaves questions open and refuses to make any definite statement about the outcome. Advatism has its foundation in Zen Buddhism. It can be said that advatism is neither black nor white, it is instead a permanent state of grey. It can be both "Yes" and "No", but at the same time, neither
the one nor the other.22 This advatism is another element of the Japanese communication and thought process which creates an extremely difficult climate for thought to develop between Japan and the West and which makes even the use of interpreters of doubtful value.

While the interpreters might be able to translate the specific words being spoken or ideas coming across, it is doubtful that more than a handful of Western statesmen, businessmen, government officials, or others would have the knowledge or background to appreciate or use the information being given him and very likely he would misunderstand completely what was being said even though the basic interpretation was accurate. This sort of advatism is closely tied in with the place of Rinzai Zen in Japanese life. Rinzai Zen stresses a non-verbal and initiative approach to perception. Rinzai Zen regards verbal communication to be the ultimate in frivolity. In contrast to this, the Holy Bible Red Letter Edition by King James stresses, "In the beginning was the word, and the word with God, and the word was God. All things were made by him and without him was not anything made that was made". As previously shown, Rinzai Zen came into Japan in the 13th century and was quickly adopted to Japanese needs. It may be interpreted that this rapid acceptance is due to the fact that it fit almost exactly what the Japanese thought the pattern needed at that time.23 This Rinzai Zen which might be looked upon as one of the
highest and most difficult philosophies in the world to comprehend found a ready acceptance ritualistically among all levels and all classes of Japanese people and created a deep undying influence that has lasted up until the present time.

An understanding of its emphasis on intuition throws some light on the Japanese reluctance, or distaste for the spoken word. This is carried to such a point that spoken assurances of sincerity often leave Japanese listeners with the feeling of insincerity - a source of stumbling block in United States - Japanese communication. Hidetoshi Kato states:

If we talk, we can understand. If not, we can't understand is a principle of communication in America. In Japan, the opposite case is true. The principle is even if we talk, we don't understand. We can understand without talking.24

Rinzai Zen was accepted totally as it was and established the influence it did, because it provided the Japanese people with a justification for remaining tacit and reticent and thus, avoiding any possibility of public misunderstanding. To be sure, the possibility for private misunderstanding is greatly increased. This non-reliance on the spoken language creates a situation in which intuition "Sassuru" or "ichi o yuwarere Ju o shiru" comes to play a vital role in interpersonal communication.25

In fact, the intuitive ability of a manager to read or sense instinctively the feeling of his subordinates and
their needs, and to act in such a way that others in the organization will not be offended is his most important role. It is, generally, the primary qualification for a Japanese leader at whatever level to possess. This use of intuition develops out of a very real need to be aware of other's needs and feelings via non-verbal cues and to realize what others are thinking by use of a process other than verbal communication. This is no less important today than it has been in the past, perhaps even more so. This directly clashes with an American reliance on straightforward and argumentative types of languages.

To further clarify differences in the two systems, consider the type of individuals chosen for manager in the two systems directly reflect these cultural values. The American manager must be self-expressive, straightforward and willing to take chances as well as anxious to put his own ideas to the forefront in order for him to advance. A Japanese manager, on the other hand, should be the direct opposite of these things (of course there are some exceptions). There is a tendency among Japanese managers to avoid confrontation with all parties, and be sympathetic with his subordinates to a degree unknown in an American company.

According to Professor Harada who has conducted a first hand survey observing managers both in leading private firms and in several Chamber of Commerces states, "A Japanese manager generally by nature, must be non-aggressive, and if
he wishes to advance for, does so by listening rather than
talking excessively, and by accepting others' ideas than
putting his own ideas forth."

An American manager in a
Sony Corporation plant in America comments, "You get a
feeling around here that they care about people, whereas in
my previous work experience with United States companies,
they cared only about output and meeting the profit pro-
jections."28

Japanese superiors must also be people whom the sub-
ordinates can depend and are endeared by the subordinates.
The manager in Japan must show them warmth and kindness, be-
coming in effect a second father, creating a community of
feeling. At the same time, there is the position in which
their personalities are judged or evaluated by their subordi-
nates. A leader, then, exists in more a familiar relation-
ship and he knowingly discourages remoteness with his sub-
ordinates.

It has been statistically proven that employees vast-
ly prefer the hard master who shows interest in their per-
sonal affairs rather than the lenient boss who minds his own
business. However, as Professor Nakane suggests, "One of
the characteristic features in the operation of this system
is that the weakness of the superior may be covered by his
subordinates and vice-versa."29

In this system, the man at the top does not have to
be intelligent or capable. If he is outstandingly efficient
in handling his matter, it results in depriving the man below him of losing a part of his important function or having a high batting average, so to speak and they may edge away from him. (This type of inter-relationship is clearly demonstrated in the decision-making process which will be covered in the following chapter.)

The place of the obligatory system previously touched upon, plays a part in this relationship between supervisors and inferiors. For instance, in order to show kindness and favor on the inferior, the superior goes to his subordinates' wedding ceremony, serves as a go-between for marriage, makes speeches on important occasions, and helps out in an emergency, etc. The inferior then develops a debt of "on" to him and when asked for extra help or special efforts, quickly complies.

**Ninjo (The Humane Sensibility)**

"Ninjo" is an understanding response to another's hidden feelings of deprivation and is generated between two individuals in a private setting.

At times, the inferior inevitably experiences emotional frustration or personal anguish, but as long as the relationship between the two runs smoothly, the superior is expected to understand the inferior's suppressed anxieties and frustration, and to extend his empathy. This function of the superior is called Ninjo (humane sensibility). Masataku
Sugi explains that Ninjo is slightly different from sympathy and kindness as understood in the West. The essential differences lies in the fact that Ninjo is an understanding feedback or response to another's hidden feelings of deprivation or despair. Ninjo exists in the depth of private feelings, and it is to be subordinated to "giri" or formal obligations and duties. One is supposed to fulfill his obligations at all costs, and "ninjo" must not interfere in any way. In no sense, therefore, does Ninjo alone on the part of the superior release the fulfilling of the inferior's obligations without denying the inevitability of his obligation, the superior tries to extend empathy and understanding, to assist him in the fulfillment of his duties. Therefore, Ninjo is evoked or generated between two individuals in a private and intimate social relationship.

This relationship is cemented by the desire of Japanese to psychologically return to the unpressured spoiled days of childhood where someone would always take care of his needs. This psychology is known in Japan as "Amae", and the relationship might be termed a two-way dependency relationship. Thus, the superior sustains the inferior and at the same time, the inferior provides the necessary favors and work, helping the superior to advance to his position of social hierarchy.

The motivation of the Japanese people to willingly and voluntarily obey others and comply to a strict code of con-
duct is remarkable in view of the fact that traditional Japanese society lacked a universal code of ethics from a religious basis. Neither did it encompass any definite concept of sin. Unlike Christianity, none of the three religions practiced in traditional Japan offered either a moral basis or unequivocal ethical instruction as guides for daily life. Instead of these, the concept of shame was substituted and served to enforce a particularistic ethical code and rigid adherence to specific rules of conduct. In contrast to universal ethics, situationally-oriented ethics is being used by some scholars. In addition, in the Western world, individualism is thought to be the basis of ethics. But in Japan, the removal of conflict between different individuals was considered to be the ethical ideal.

C. AGREEMENT BY CONSENSUS

Directly related to the need for harmony is the Japanese method usually employed for reaching agreement—consensus.

This chapter presents a description of the traditional consensus method of reaching agreement which stresses non-verbal aspects and the modern day method which encourages the verbal communication.

Peter Drucker once remarked, "If there is one point on which all authorities on Japan (agree) . . . , it is that Japanese institutions, whether business or government agen-
ties, make decision by consensus."31

The consensus type of decision making, particular to Japan, has taken several forms throughout Japanese history. However, the form that is prevalent today found its origins in the aftermath of World War II, and represents some of the ideas that the American occupation of Japan was designed to cultivate. Like most of the reforms of American military establishment in the past era, the Japanese changed the preferred American method of reaching agreement to fit their own styles of communication.

Just as the earlier importation of Confucianism and Buddhism was molded to fit the Japanese model and circumstances, so has the so-called democratization of Japan been molded to fit Japanese values and Japanese culture. Thus, democracy as it exists in the West, does not exist in Japan. It is a matter of semantics. In America, democracy is on the individual basis, whereas in Japan democracy is on a group basis. Thus, the fundamental basis of Japanese decision making has not changed.

The guiding spirit of decision is still concord or harmony and the goal is directed toward cooperation and consensus.32 One of the Japanese methods of maintaining harmony in decision making, which is gradually dying out at the present time, is referred to as "Ringi". Rin is translated as a proposal submitted by a subordinate to a person at the right top and obtains approval and gives means delib-
erations and decision.

Ringi as a system was developed under Prince Shotoku and refers to a blend of traditional family systems and total group mobilization which upheld the value of consensus and mercantile ideal of making a profit. It lost popularity in the feudal period but was revived during the Meiji Restoration and its importance increased until the end of World War II, and the advent of the American occupation.

American policy regarding the advancement of Japan launched a 180 degree shift with special emphasis on demilitarization and the American way of democratization. But this affected "ringi" very little. The system still functions much as it did under the reign of the Meiji Emperor.

The decisions made under this system must go through a rather formal and lengthy operation. The first step might be termed the encouragement of the idea. During this phase, the manager encourages ideas and comments from the lower levels of the organization. The manager, therefore, must be an individual practiced in the art of mediation, whose primary value rests with his ability to get along with people, be a mind reader, and also foster cooperation and good feeling in the organization. One looks on him not so much as a boss, rather a substitute father.

Once an idea has been developed by someone lower in the organization, the second phase of the decision making process is initiated. Mr. Ninomiya, a manager of Western Grain Company commented, "During this crucial stage, the
idea in the written form is passed among the various sections of the organization where each individual in that section must approve it with a stamp or disapprove it with comments." Should there not be unanimous agreement, the idea will be sent back to its originator who can either compromise and change the objectionable parts of this plan or if there is a great degree of opposition, he will shelve the plan.

After each subordinate has affixed his stamp of approval to that idea, it will then go to management where the formal decision will be made. It will almost always be approved by top management which has the honor of signing the idea into action and taking the major credit for it.

The Ringi method of the decision making process is now beginning to fall into disfavor among some of the Japanese cooperative structures. This is because recently, the system has become incongruent with the new and intricate demands placed on big corporations by the changing environment and rapidly changing economic conditions. Primarily a formality, its major function in these companies today is for record keeping.

Current systems of decision making in Japan were developed out of the American occupation. Under this system, the idea originates on the same levels and for precisely the same reasons (encouragement from the above) as the ringi system, but has one major difference. Whereas the ringi
system is for the most part non-verbal, reliance is heavily based upon intuitive knowledge. Now a verbal exchange of ideas is encouraged. Under this system, according to Mr. Ishiguro, a manager of the Tokyo Bank in Portland, "Before a formal decision is made by the organization, informal discussions are held among the individuals concerned and opinions exchanged and adjustments will be made until consensus has been reached."  

Should consensus prove impossible, the idea will be dropped. However, should consensus be forthcoming, the idea is passed on to the formal organ which approves the decision more as a formality than anything else. The decision making method employed by the contemporary Japanese business circles, then, rests entirely on small group discussion among members in the many organizations.  

It is evident that much time is required for decision making since consensus must be reached. However, once that decision is made, the total cooperation of all members of the group can be expected since the will of the group is reflected in the decision.  

Should an individual in the group object to the idea on whatever grounds, and find himself a lone objector or in a small minority, he will change his formal opinion, called the principle (Tate mae), to one of the approved ideas even though his true or real mind and idea (honne) might be opposed to the plan under consideration. When they express
opinions or comments disagreeable to others, they show their hesitancy by manipulating vagueness of language or retract themselves. He does this not only for the welfare of the group, but for the sake of his position in the group.

It is believed that unanimous agreement plays a vital role in social function for Japanese. In this light, Doi states:

It is a token that the maturity of all the members has been preserved. In other words, it is a token satisfaction of Amæ (psychology). For Japanese hate to contradict..., they don't want to have divided opinions in the first place, if such an outcome turns out to be inevitable, they get so heated and emotional that it becomes impossible to have reasoned discussions.39

In the writer's view, what he is overlooking in his explanation is the philosophical aspect of the Japanese mode of thought in both advatism and Japanese postulational thinking.

Thus, an individual must occasionally sacrifice to maintain his position in the group. One of his strong values is to be a desirable group member. The Japanese tradition of judging social relations in the Yayoi period reinforces this. Even a person at the management level conforms to the popular view. To cite an example, the Japanese vice president of a major Japanese bank put the idea in this fashion, "Many people review a decision so it is very difficult for a manager to be arbitrary. We try our best to persuade others, but if the others disagree, we think, maybe, my
idea is wrong after all." Thus, the manager who disagrees with a proposal often remains silent rather than upset the relationship he wishes to maintain with his subordinates.

The traditional cultural and communication forms are reflected in the decision-making process. Individuals desire to remain a part of the Japanese cultural system, thus sacrifice to the group. Loyalty is perhaps, the single most decisive factor in the decisions made through the group.

The aforementioned elements which have come through history provide this system of decision-making.
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CHAPTER IV

U. S. DIALECTIC METHOD OF REACHING AN AGREEMENT

In contrast to the method of reaching an agreement through group consensus, American groups and organizations usually put emphasis on the dialectic approach which is diametrically opposed to the Japanese method. Dean Barnlund states it clearly:

In the United States, problems are sharply defined, causes of difficulty identified, alternative proposals offered and challenged, decisions hammered out through a process of argument and compromise. In Japan decision-making follows a different course. The discussion may proceed at some length without any clear specification of the problems. Participants proceed cautiously, attempting to decipher the opinions of others without asking them directly. Variation of views are intimated but so expressed that they can later be qualified or retracted if they encounter resistance.1

In an effort to gain a greater appreciation of the dialectic method so that it can be contrasted with the consensus type method of Japan, primary attention in this chapter will be focused upon the following subject areas: (1) definition of dialectics; (2) some selected factors which have contributed to the creation of the American approach to decision-making and (3) a series of interviews which should illustrate the dialectic method of decision-making as it contrasts with Japanese method of consensus.
I. DEFINITION OF DIALECTICS

"The term dialectic originates from the Greek expression for the art of conversation."² Byron Haines, a professor in philosophy describes dialectics thus: "A conversation goes forward by assertion and denial, also compromise, changing or defeating opposition."

Dialectics can be defined for our purpose as the logical sequence of reasoning leading to the best possible conclusion, utilizing the dualistic approach and deciding on a course of action by first examining the probable consequence of any other action and of that action. The dialectic approach then utilizes as a central theme the poles of absolute correctness and absolute falsity. It enforces what we might call a black and white approach by looking at two different hypotheses and choosing through logical reasoning the one which is better or correct.³

Conflict is a direct result of the dialectic method of decision-making in that by utilizing the dialectic approach, conflict is not only desirable but necessary in order to reach a good conclusion.⁴ Conflict arises from the presence of a devil's advocate, so to speak, in most decision-making processes, and from each side's tendency to view its position as the best, if not the only possible one.
In order for the worth of one position to be made clear, it is desirable to have a conflicting and opposite approach put forward. Conflict also fits in with the single major characteristic of modern management organization; that is, its diversity. Because of the dynamic and complex nature of modern organizations, a selective rather than unitary approach is imperative in making a good decision. Because of this aspect of American business organizations, we would almost need to anticipate disagreement among the various segments.

This is in direct contrast to the Japanese system where a high value is placed upon conformity between organizations and groups which make conflict undesirable rather than productive. In this regard, George Nakata, Deputy Director, Trade Development of Port of Portland, made a few remarks:

If you have a conflict with your fellow employees, either subordinates, peer level or superiors, the environment in American business circles, generally dictates an open-mindedness in hearing different alternatives, different dimensions and other choices which may be better for the overall strategy than your own opinions. Therefore, generally, I think conflict and other views are most welcome and I think it is healthy and positive.

Further illustrations of the paramount position of conflict in American groups can be seen in the manner by which individuals join in groups or societies. Edmund Glenn says in effect that American persons normally expect to be able to exert reasonable influence in selecting the pro-
cedures of groups. They do so in order to accomplish their expectations.8

The writer hopes that the above paragraphs will give the reader a basic understanding of his use of the term "dialectics" and its relation to conflict. By referring to the earlier chapter on the Japanese method of working in groups, a clear difference between the American and Japanese system becomes obvious. Now in order to better appreciate the depth and background of this difference, it may be helpful to take a look at how the American systems came into being, but not in the same depth that the Japanese system was analyzed.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE DIALECTIC APPROACH IN THE UNITED STATES

Influence of European Philosophy

The influence of early Greek, Roman, German and English philosophy is basic but is beyond the scope of this paper. It is enough to simply state that it began when Greek civilization developed the dialectic method of reaching decisions, "first invented by Herakleitos during 523 B.C."9 Another evidence is that it was Zeno of Elea, who authored the famous paradox during 5th century B.C. and was recognized by Aristotle as its inventor.

Another major influence was English philosophy, particularly of the type embodied by John Locke. He was the inventor of the age of enlightenment and reason in England,
France and more so in the American Constitution. Even after his death they still influenced on the life as well as thought of the West. The place of rationalism in Western culture is also important. The New Encyclopedia Britannica defines rationalism in the following manner:

In philosophy, a method of inquiry that regards reason as the chief source and test of knowledge and against empiricism tends to discountenance sense experience. It holds reality itself and has an inherently rational structure, there are truths, especially in logic and mathematics but also in ethics and metaphysics. In ethics rationalism relies on a 'natural light' and in theology it replaces supernatural relation with reason.

Puritan and Work Ethics, and Value of Success

Of major importance among the several unique factors of American society the Puritan Ethic, Judeo-Christianity and the tremendous emphasis placed upon success. A good example is the concept of the self-made man exemplified by Benjamin Franklin, who was a believer in the rational way of thinking as well as being in accord with the Puritan belief. In the opening paper of his autobiography, he states that, "Now I speak of thanking God, which led me to the means I used and gave them success." It is true, God helps those that help themselves. Oftentimes in traditional America, it was not enough merely to enjoy a satisfactory existence in order to justify one's being, it was necessary to become a "success." Success in the American sense and value system was related directly to either financial gain or a gain in status. According to Kluckhorn,
ble as well as visible achievement and the gain of higher status and success have been of main importance and were arrived at in a uniquely American manner. Along with the value of success, other values such as freedom, equality, progress in the American sense of words needs to be kept in mind. This type of success was ordinarily measured in one of two ways; by the ability of an individual to rise above his father's station in life, meaning financial position and status, or to rise above one's own initial status in life. Because of the Puritan Ethics and Work Ethics in American culture, this success was regarded as not merely desirable and good, but almost as righteous itself. Richard Huber states, "Americans worship success. It was because America from early in its history, worshiped a God they were confident wanted them to be a success." These feelings of success and righteousness are deeply related, but are not as prevalent today. Yet it was one of the first developments of a uniquely American system. Since Americans perceived success as the way to become worthwhile human beings in the eyes of the world, this stimulated them to succeed at any cost.

The American ideal of achieving personal success by one's own means can be a starting point for someone from Japan to understand the American culture. For example, Andrew Jackson and Abraham Lincoln are regarded as having been great Presidents. The reason for their being regarded
thus has much to do with the fact that both of them went from a log cabin to the White House. In Klapper's analysis of the ideal successful figures, both represent the category of independent spirit. His other categories are winners, heroes of special acceptability, splendid performers and group servants represent the ideal successful figures.  

Ecological Setting

Coupled with this tremendous desire for success was the unique ecological system of the North Continent. America, as opposed to most other rich lands, has not until very recent years experienced crowding or a shortage of resources to any degree. Each individual has been in a position to use what is regarded as an unlimited amount of resources and power for himself.

This ecological fact of life undoubtedly was a major factor in shaping the American ethos, consciousness and perceptions. There was no need to accommodate to others in America. If one disliked the type of people one was associated with, he could always "Go West", as Horace Greeley suggested. There was always an escape - somewhere to go, a way to better one's position in life. Conflict would often be resolved by simply moving on. This is because the average American had the need for personal success, but could satisfy it without competition due to the tremendous land and other resources available per capita.
Accommodation or cooperation was, in most cases, unnecessary and certainly rarely carried the weight that it did in Japan. Therefore, cooperation until only recently, has never been necessary for survival in America and often might have hindered the possibilities of one man reaching his own success. Charles A. Reich, in his book, The Greening of America, states American people particularly, on the part of youth, are becoming more group oriented in terms of the consciousness III. The exception was the need of the early pioneers and settlers of the West to band together and cooperate for survival against nature and the Indians.

In America today, it is the writer's premise that a sense of isolation, privacy and (in David Reisman's term) the motion of inner-direction developed because the need to succeed now faces obstacles with the competition for space and resources and to "keep up with the Jones." Cooperation could be a hindrance to individual success, so dialectic took on a new importance in American society since escape was no longer possible and competition now inevitable. In early U.S. history, to be an American meant to be, in most cases, an immigrant.

Influence of Immigrants

The immigrants who came to America were from virtually every country and society in the world, having almost nothing in common except a desire to better their own lives.
Since the United States was a mixture of so many heterogeneous cultures and diverse backgrounds, there was bound to be difference of opinion and way of life. This lack of homogeneity made cooperation difficult since one group did not really know what the other wanted.

Verbal explanation and the presentation of various points of view was essential. This often results in the isolation of individuals and conflict between factions. Despite the great amount of potential conflicts inherent in American culture, many strikingly original and valuable ideas are able to come forth. To insure continuation of society, rules are formulated to deal with opinion differences, such as majority rule.

Some cultural mixing has occurred by now, however, some still have a notion of cultural plurality with competition, and misunderstanding occurring. At the same time, Japan is very homogenous socially, ethnically, racially and linguistically; people look alike, act alike, think alike due to centuries of similar conditioning.

It can be seen from these inputs that American communication styles were first derived from classical European traditions, but thereafter strongly modified by the particular conditions and situations of America and the American citizens, thus creating a system unique to this continent.
III. CONTRAST OF U.S. AND JAPAN METHOD OF REACHING AGREEMENT

As a current check on the historical analysis thus far presented, interviews of American businessmen were conducted. Among the American people being interviewed, there was a general agreement that it is one's personal convictions, contributions, achievements, and arguments and not a person's age that is of major importance in the consideration of an idea. Neither is status in the company important once the management level has been reached. Another tendency was noted by Mr. Carl Kato (Manager of World Trade and Transportation at Chamber of Commerce in Portland) who stated, "From my own experience in the United States, the manager takes direct responsibilities for decisions which he has approved". He went on to say that, "others in the company who have presented ideas and convictions also are held responsible for these. From my own experience working for a Japanese company and observing other companies while in Japan, once a decision has been reached, it is virtually impossible to pin-point any responsibility on any person".

Mr. George Nakata (Deputy Director Trade Development Port of Portland) mentioned, "In any group discussion, all members of the group, no matter what their status in the
group, are expected to contribute their own opinions and ideas and not to be simply present." In this connection, Mr. Robert Hunt (Director of Western Wood Product Association) remarked, "People are expected to present how they feel about the decision being suggested and everyone is expected to have different opinions and should have his own strong convictions."

Generally, it was reported that Americans preferred open discussions and disagreement which was regarded as a value as well as a healthy sign if it was presented constructively. Japanese groups were far different. Group participation was not heavily emphasized and disagreement was for the most part avoided by all parties. It has been thought to be a kind of taboo that lower echelons address their opinions freely in Japan.

As far as social code, seniority system, life-time employment and others are concerned, age and status override generally personal achievements.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

It should be borne in mind that virtually in any human society on this planet, the view of verbal communication as a pragmatic vehicle to facilitate the operations of the society, to make decisions and achieve these decisions is paramount. Communication is generally looked upon as a means of welding or bringing human beings together, of formulating and carrying out decisions; as a tool or instrument to enable people to carry out functions of their societies. The position of the writer is not to dispute this basic theory but to point out that differences in societies due to different type of communication that takes place in any given time in one society which might be radically different in another society because of different priorities. This means that in an intercultural setting a great deal of miscommunication may be occurring.

The Japanese system of communication as opposed to the American system is a case in point that has been under discussion in this study. Both systems accomplish what they set out to accomplish, that is, they facilitate the workings of society. However, they do so in radically different manners and achieve different specific goals. In the
West, communication generally lays emphasis on verbal aspects which usually consist of transmission of facts, information and data for making decisions, argumentative analysis, and a search for the truth as the means of solving problems. This dialectic process, at the same time, often results in isolation of individuals and conflicts between factions. Despite the great amount of potential conflict inherent in this particularly American system, many strikingly original, unique and valuable ideas are able to come forth. To insure the continuation of society, the opinion differences are reconciled by means of formulated rules, such as voting procedures.

The Japanese communication systems have developed in response to a crowded environment requiring cooperation and submerging of the individual for survival of the group. Hence, Japanese communication patterns are structured so as to preserve social harmony by promoting the idea of the community of feeling. Direct expression of one's views, inner-feelings, and, even more, argumentation and disagreement are looked upon as undesirable. To be brief in words or statements is still considered to be a virtue and a ritual. The people in the East (including China and India and particularly Japan) simply do not communicate the same way that people in the West communicate.

The result of all this is a cohesive, cooperative society, relatively free of conflict in which decisions are
made slowly and carried out with tremendous force.

In Japan, communication is more often used as a means to express empathy and sympathy with people rather than communicate specific or articulate ideas. This limits the amount of new ideas but they are easier to enforce when they occur due to support of the full group.

To clarify these generalizations, the following will describe the usual ritual of the U.S. - Japan interactions.

When both parties reach the negotiating table, the American side wishes to proceed quickly to the center of the discussion; they like to announce their conclusions first and follow with argumentation in the dialectic manner and justification for those conclusions, expecting the Japanese side to do the same.

However, the Japanese approach is to determine whether or not the negotiators are prepared to adjust to each other's positions and, hence, to start slowly and continually spend ample amounts of time in generalization and introductory talk, some of it striking the American counterparts as irrelevant and time consuming.

Mr. Hunt, Portland businessman associated with leading Japanese lumber industries, commented, "We find it quite frustrating in some areas to carry on for a long time. We are used to getting answers within a short period of time."  

This is partly because the initial order of business in Japan is the establishment of a personal relationship
between the parties which will allow them to speak freely and to give and get favors. When Japanese pause in their conversations, American counterparts feel awkward and compulsively fill the gaps with brisk interventions, pushing impatiently to the problems at hand; to the "nitty gritty" as they will probably explain. As Mr. Nakata, an American businessman, said, "Americans who are used to communicating in the Western world suddenly encounter communication barriers that make them feel unnecessary frustration".\(^8\) Chagrined by the seeming lack of response to their comments and to their vigorous way of presentations, the Americans react with annoyance, failing to discern the cultural reasons behind the attitude.\(^9\)

At the same time, the Japanese are undergoing adverse reactions. The moment the Japanese confronts himself with a situation where he has to give the answer dialectically to the questions being asked by the American counterparts, the latter feels uneasy with the vacillation. The Japanese may find the American counterparts coercive for he is accustomed to the non-dialectic of affective communication in the system of hierarchy.

Search of historical records indicates that the Japanese communication behaviors of sense of discipline, benevolence, self-depreciation, vagueness of language and advatism are derived from the system of hierarchy and need for harmony, and have their roots deep in history.
This means that they are firmly entrenched and accepted as a natural and normal behavior.

The U.S. communication style of dialectic argumentation is no less strongly determined by its cultural heritage and just as well established. There is very little evidence that either of these two groups is well aware of different communication styles and process of communication.

Misunderstandings which might formally have been regarded as slight or rather unimportant, take on increasing significance in our shrinking and changing world. Unfortunately, conflicting interests are now beginning to cause problems between the United States and Japan. Since Japan is a resource poor country and, at the same time, a highly industrialized one, it must import the vast majority of the resources and raw materials needed to run its industrial and economic structure. These resources must of necessity often times come from countries which have a deep enmity towards the United States. Japan must therefore, create good relationships with both the United States and her rivals needing the energy, food and raw materials from all exporting countries including the industrial military ones. Japan also must strive to maintain a relatively independent and neutral foreign policy toward the third world as well as developing countries, lest Japan be the victim of political black mail. To do all this, Japan must sometimes act against the vital interests of the United States as seen
by the United States government, which causes the United States to feel distrust and disappointment, failing to realize that Japan has no choice but to take steps to insure its national survival. Also Japan's industrial base, though smaller than that of the United States, is often in direct competition with the United States for available materials, thus placing an additional strain on the relationship between the two nations. This is mainly due to the competition for resources in an increasingly resource short world.¹⁰

A recent example of what has caused tension between Japanese foreign policy and U.S. foreign policy would be the warm attitude which the Japanese government has shown toward mainland China, and the conciliatory attitude of the Japanese government towards the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries plus the gradual warming trend in Soviet-Japanese relations.

These problems must be considered major, but need not lead to irreconcilable differences between Washington and Tokyo. Each country still needs to represent the other which gives a base for negotiation.

After having researched the difference in the manner of decision-making used by each of these two countries and the deep traditions behind these differences, it seems likely that/either the United States and Japan would be effective or comfortable using the style of the other to reach an agreement. Yet, understanding must be reached and po-
tential stumbling blocks and conflicts resolved. It is high time for the intercultural communication specialist to step in and act alongside the interpreters to help negotiations. Time will come sooner than later that Japan must move away from consensus because of the lengthy time factor and apply a new type of method to meet today’s changing world environment and economic entity. Otherwise, the method prevalent today might not function smoothly under the condition of crisis as in the case of World War II.

In conclusion, in our attempt to solve intercultural communication problems, particularly in the area of reaching agreement, it is important to be aware of one's own culturally and historically influenced communication patterns. When Edwin Hall outlined the theory of the way culture communicates, he suggested, "...the real job is not to understand foreign culture, but to understand our own first." Each must learn how he himself communicates in contrast with others, isolate the different behaviors, and understand respectfully the historical and cultural basis of each. Most important is to avoid his own way of communication as the only valid method.

Business leaders and government teams in particular must attempt to overcome the cultural bonds which have created their communication styles and arrive at some multilateral method of communication in which misunderstandings or frictions will not have the potential to grow as they
have today. Without a broader understanding of communication and making a good use of it, as John Condón states, "We will continue to try to improve communication merely by repeating the same thing in a loud voice."12

Separate from the thesis but a strong feeling of the writer is that if Japan overcomes its "Amae feeling" toward the United States and begins to realistically assess Japan's position and strength and if the United States strives to achieve a greater understanding of Japan and begins to regard Japan for what it is - a major world power, then the future for the relationships between the two nations' diplomatic, business, cultural and strategic areas will be bright. These two culturally different nations and people are the most powerful in the Pacific Rim in which two thirds of the world population is living. Eugene J. Kapler, chief economist in the United States-Japan trade council remarked as follows: "Dramatic developments in the world economy since 1970 have changed the nature of the United States-Japan relationships. The new era began when both countries found themselves confronting complex economic problems for which solutions must be sought in a global rather than bilateral setting in this multipolar world."13
CHAPTER V -- NOTES


7 Private Interview with Mr. Robert Hunt, Director of Marketing Services, Western Wood Products Association, Portland, Oregon.


9 Ibid., Emerson, p. 21.


APPENDIX I

CHRONOLOGICAL CHART

Pre and Proto-Historical Eras

?-ca. 250 B.C. Jomon culture
ca. 250 B.C.- A.D. 250 Yayoi culture
660 B.C. Mythical date of the accession of the first Emperor, Jimmu
ca. 100 B.C. Rice cultivation in wet fields commences.
A.D. 57 The Japanese Kingdom of Nu sends an envoy to the Chinese court of the Later Han Dynasty.
139 The ruler of Yamatai, Himiko, sends an envoy to the Chinese Kingdom of Wei.

Yamato Period (CA. A.D. 300-710)

ca. 300 The imperial family establishes its hegemony over Japan.
ca. 400 Writing is introduced from Korea through China.
538 (or 562) Buddhism is introduced from Paikche in Korea through China.
562 The Japanese colony of Mimana in Korea is conquered by Silla.
593-622 Prince Shotoku is regent.
604 The "Constitution of Seventeen Articles" is issued.
607 The Horyuji is constructed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>645</td>
<td>The Taika Reforms are initiated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>701</td>
<td>The Taiho Code is completed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nara Period (710-784)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>710</td>
<td>The capital is established in Nara (Heijokyo).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712</td>
<td>The compilation of the Kojiki is completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>The compilation of the Nihongi is completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>743</td>
<td>Private ownership of reclaimed land is permitted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>752</td>
<td>The Great Buddha of Todaiji is dedicated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca. 780</td>
<td>The compilation of the Manyoshu is completed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>784</td>
<td>The capital is moved to Nagaoka.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Heian Period (794-1185)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>794</td>
<td>The capital is moved to Kyoto (Heiankyo).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>794</td>
<td>Seiitaishogun is appointed to subdue the Ezo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>858</td>
<td>Fujiwara Yoshifusa is appointed regent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>939-940</td>
<td>Taira-no-Masakado leads a rebellion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ca. 1002-1019</td>
<td>The Tale of Genji is written.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1016</td>
<td>Fujiwara Michinaga is appointed regent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1086</td>
<td>The cloister government is established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1167</td>
<td>Taira-no-Kiyomori is appointed chancellor (dajo daijin).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1175</td>
<td>The Pure Land Sect is founded by Honen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1180</td>
<td>Minamoto-no-Yoritomo challenges the Taira family.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1185</td>
<td>The Taira family falls.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kamakura Period (1185-1333)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1192</td>
<td>Yoritomo is appointed shogun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1205</td>
<td>Hojo Yoshitoki becomes regent to the shogun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1224</td>
<td>The True Pure Land Sect is founded by Shinran.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1253</td>
<td>The Nichiren Sect is founded by Nichiren.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1274</td>
<td>The first Mongol invasion occurs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333</td>
<td>The Kamakura Bakufu collapses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1334</td>
<td>The Kemmu Restoration is established under Emperor Godaigo.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1335</td>
<td>Ashikaga Takauji rebels against the imperial government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1336</td>
<td>Emperor Godaigo flees to Yoshino and establishes the Southern Court.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ashikaga Period (1338-1573)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1338</td>
<td>Takauji becomes shogun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1392</td>
<td>The Southern and Northern courts are united.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1401</td>
<td>The third shogun, Yoshimitsu, establishes relations with Ming China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1467-1477</td>
<td>The Onin War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1495</td>
<td>Hojo Soun captures Odawara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1506</td>
<td>The painter Sesshu dies.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1543 A Portuguese ship arrives at Tanegashima.
1549 St. Francis Xavier arrives to propagate Christianity.
1568 Oda Nobunaga occupies Kyoto.
1573 The last Ashikaga shogun is deposed by Nobunaga.
1582 Nobunaga is assassinated.
1586 Toyotomi Hideyoshi is appointed chancellor (dajo daijin).
1587 Christianity is banned by Hideyoshi.
1588-1598 A land survey is conducted under Hideyoshi.
1588 Hideyoshi confiscates arms from the peasants.
1592 Japan invades Korea.
1598 Hideyoshi dies.
1600 Tokugawa Ieyasu triumphs in the Battle of Sekigahara.

**Tokugawa Period (1600-1867)**

1603 Ieyasu is appointed shogun.
1635 The system of alternate attendance of daimyo in Edo is introduced.
1637-1638 The Shimabara Rebellion
1639 The nation is closed to the outside world.
1643 Buying and selling land is prohibited.
1716 Tokugawa Yoshimune becomes the eighth shogun and initiates the Kyoho Reforms.
1720 The ban on Western books is relaxed.
1724  The playwright Chikamatsu dies.
1782-1787  The Temmei Famine
1787  Matsudaira Sadanobu becomes roju (senior councilor)
1791  Lady Washington arrived in Kushimoto, Japan.
1792  A Russian vessel commanded by Laxman arrives in Hokkaido, asking for commercial relations.
1793  The novelist Ihara Saikaku dies.
1801  Motoori Norinaga dies.
1825  An edict to drive off foreign vessels is issued.
1833-1837  The Tempyo Famine
1837  Oshio Heihachiro leads an insurrection.
1841  Roju Mizuno Tadakuni initiates the Tempo Reforms.
1849  The woodblock artist Hokusai dies.
1853  Commodore Perry arrives.
1854  The Treaty of Kanagawa is signed with the United States.
1858  Ii Naosuke is appointed great councilor (tairo); a commercial treaty with the United States is concluded; the woodblock artist Hiroshige dies.
1867  Shogun Keiki restores political power to the imperial court.

Meiji Period (1868-1912)

1868  A new government is established; Tokyo (formerly Edo) becomes the capital.
1869 Four major daimyo relinquish control over their han to the imperial government.

1871 The han are replaced by prefectures; the postal system is introduced; Tokugawa class distinctions are eliminated; the Iwakura mission is dispatched to the West.

1872 The Tokyo-Yokohama railroad is opened; the freedom to buy and sell land is granted; compulsory elementary education is instituted.

1873 The Gregorian Calendar is adopted (Dec. 3, 1872 of the old lunar calendar is converted to Jan. 1, 1873); universal military conscription and a new land tax are instituted.

1874 A request for the establishment of a national assembly is submitted by Itagaki and others.

1876 The wearing of swords by former samurai is banned.

1877 Saigo Takamori rebels.

1879 The Ryukyu islands become Okinawa Prefecture.

1881 A national assembly is promised by the government.

1884 The peerage is created; the Chichibu uprising occurs.

1885 The cabinet system is adopted. Ito Hirobumi becomes the first Prime Minister.

1887 Electric lighting is introduced.

1888 The Privy Council is established.

1889 The Constitution is promulgated.
1890  The First Diet convenes; the Imperial Rescript on Education is issued; telephone service is introduced.

1894  A treaty revision is agreed upon between Japan and England.

1894-1895  The Sino-Japanese War

1898  The Okuma-Itagaki cabinet is formed.

1902  The Anglo-Japanese Alliance is concluded.

1904-1905  The Russo-Japanese War

1910  Korea is annexed; Kotoku Shusui and others are executed.

1912  Emperor Meiji dies.

Taisho Period (1912-1926)

1914  Japan enters the First World War.

1915  The Twenty-One Demands are presented to China.

1918  The Hara Cabinet is formed.

1921  The Washington Conference on naval arms limitations convenes.

1923  The Great Earthquake

1925  Universal manhood suffrage is enacted; radio broadcasting commences.

1926  Emperor Taisho dies.

Showa Period (1926-)

1931  The Manchurian Incident

1932  Prime Minister Inukai is assassinated; party government ends.

1933  Japan withdraws from the League of Nations.
1935  Minobe Tatsukichi's Organ Theory is condemned.

1936  Prominent leaders are assassinated by radical militarists; the Anti-Comminteran Pact with Germany is concluded.

1937  War with China breaks out.

1940  Japanese troops move into French Indochina; a tripartite alliance with Germany and Italy is concluded.

1941  Japan attacks Pearl Harbor and the Pacific War begins.

1942  The Battle of Midway (June)

1944  The tide of war shifts. Saipan falls; Prime Minister Tojo resigns; U.S. bombers carry out massive air raids on Japanese cities.

1945  U.S. troops land in the Philippines and Okinawa; atomic bombs are dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki; Russia enters the war; Japan surrenders; Allied occupation under General MacArthur begins.

1946  A new constitution is promulgated.

1948  General Tojo and others are executed.

1951  The peace treaty is signed in San Francisco.

1952  The Allied occupation ends.

1953  A United States-Japanese Mutual Security Agreement is signed; television broadcasting begins.

1956  Japan is admitted to the United Nations.

1960  A new United States-Japan Mutual Security Agreement is concluded.

1971  The United States agrees to relinquish control of Okinawa by 1972.
1974  President Ford visited Japan (the first American President ever to visit Japan).

1975  The Emperor Hirohito visited the United States.

Based on Japan, Historical Survey, by Mikiki Hane, (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1972, Appendix A.)
Formal Language

Formality differences in Japanese may be divided roughly into three levels, the informal, the semi-formal and the formal. In very general terms, the informal level is characterized by wide usage of informal endings; in the semi-formal level, the semi-formal endings of the predicate; i.e. the verb, the verbal adjective or the copula, is in the semi-formal form, although internally within the sentence, these verbs, etc. occur in the informal form; the formal level is characterized by the use of different vocabulary, i.e. more formal equivalents of verbs, nouns, etc. occurring in the other two levels, but these new verbs may occur with informal or semi-formal endings. In short, the semi-formal incorporates the endings of informal speech and the formal level incorporates informal and semi-formal endings.

In addition to the usual difference of close friendship which exists in other languages also, there is in Japanese a distinction of "insider" and "outsider." The Japanese is consciously or subconsciously aware whether the person whom he is addressing or the person of whom he is speaking belongs to his circle and is thus an "insider" or is outside his own circle and is thus an "outsider." One's immediate inside circle is usually one's family. A second
inside circle might be one's office circle or perhaps one's classmates in the case of a school child. Within one's circle one would use the informal or semi-formal level of speech; these two levels distinguish the relative closeness of the individuals concerned rather than the "insider" "outsider" concept. Formal language, however, makes a clear distinction between the speaker and the other person, the "insider" and the "outsider" to such an extent that the mention of the subject is often unnecessary. The humble and honorific forms of the formal language distinguish this factor. This is because the selection of verbs is such that the "outsider" is always placed in a higher position than the speaker. In short, whenever the reference in such a case is to "you," the honorific is used and whenever the reference is to "me," the humble is used. In such a conversation, when the topic is more neutral such as in the case of an object or a third party not directly connected with either the speaker of address, a so-called neutral verb may occur. Examples of such verbs are gozaimasu or orimasu. Let us take the example of a secretary who is referring to her employer. If she were speaking with a member of another firm, she would refer to her employer using the humble form, because the individual she is addressing is the "outsider." If, however, she were speaking to her employer's wife, she would use the honorific form, as she herself is now the "outsider."
All Japanese verbs have an honorific form of the formal language, the form used in referring to a second or third person. Most verbs form this in the regular way, that is by prefixing an honorific お to the root of the verb and adding にnarimasu. Only the verb narimasu is conjugated. See the following examples of such verbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Honorific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsukur-u</td>
<td>otsukuri ni narimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yom-u</td>
<td>oyomi ni narimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kak-u</td>
<td>okaki ni narimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mat-su</td>
<td>omachi ni narimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka(w)-u</td>
<td>okai ni narimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kake-ru</td>
<td>okake ni narimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kari-ru</td>
<td>okari ni narimasu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These same verbs, ones with a regular honorific form, also have a regular humble form, the form used of the first person. This is formed by prefixing the honorific お to the root of the verb and adding サル. This form means "I will do it", "I will do it for you." The following are examples of the regular humble honorific.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Humble</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tsukur-u</td>
<td>otsukuri shimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yom-u</td>
<td>oyomi shimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kak-u</td>
<td>okaki shimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mat-su</td>
<td>omachi shimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka(w)-u</td>
<td>okai shimasu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kake-ru</td>
<td>okake shimasu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Note that there is also an irregular humble honorific, haishaku shimasu.)
Some of the most commonly occurring verbs, such as those of eating, drinking, coming, going, have irregular humble and/or honorific forms in formal language. They change to entirely different verbs. For example, the verb *iku*, "to go" is *mairu* in the formal humble and *irassharu*, *oide ni naru* or *omie ni naru* in the formal honorific. For a list of these verbs which occur in this text, see the chart on page 485.

The chart on page 487 shows the conjugation of one of these verbs, illustrating with the verb "go."

In the same way that there are two imperative forms in the informal level, there are two imperatives in the formal level. One form is the gerund of the verb alone or the gerund plus *kudasai*: *itte* or *itte kudasai*. In the formal level, this is *irasshatte* or *irasshatte kudasai(mase)*.

(Note that *kudasai* may become *kudasaimase*.) This form has the meaning "Won't you please do ---- (for me)?" The second imperative is a direct command. In the informal level, it is *ike* for the verb "go." In the formal level, it is *irasshai*. These have the meanings "Go!" The root of the verb plus *nasai* is a direct command on the semi-formal level; an honorific *o* before this is a direct command which is a little politer. In practice, one does not usually give a command to someone in a higher position but rather a suggestion that he do such and such. Example: *Oyomi ni nattara ikaga desu ka* or "How would it be if you read it?"
EXAMPLES:

yome        yomi nasai  oyomi nasai  Read it!
yonde kudasai  oyomi kudasi  Please read it (for me)!
ike       iki nasai  oiki nasai  irasshai  Go!
itte kudasai  irasshatte kudasai  Please go (for me)!

APPENDIX III

LIST OF PARENTS ANSWERS TO: "What are the first things you taught your child to do other than walk or talk? Examples: forms of etiquette, sitting positions, etc."*

Manners and courtesies: (how to perform, as well as occasions on which to do so)

Properly to sit, stand, bow, and eat

Express gratitude for something the child is given

Traditional hand position when receiving anything

Greet a visitor

When to visit another's house

Bow before and after meals

Properly to give a good answer; how to answer "yes" and "no"

Speak quietly

Eat everything that is served

Appearance and cleanliness:

How to wash face and limbs

Wash hands before meals, face in the morning, and hands when he returns home.

* Based on a sample of a hundred questionnaires.
Keep one's limbs clean
Wipe feet when one returns home
Brush teeth
Blow his nose cleanly always
Comb his hair

Discipline and training:
Toilet habits
Parents' bidding
Go on errands
Help mother
Come home at mealtime
Study hard
Tell everything that happens in school each day
Return things to their places
Place things neatly
Treat various articles carefully
Arrange zori (sandals) in the doorway when returning home
Cautious in traffic
Go to sleep alone
Play alone with toys and picture books
Go to bed and rise early
Worship gods
Put one's hands together in worship skills
A-baba (patting on the mouth)
Choncho (clapping of hands)
O-tsumu-tenten (patting of head with one's hands)
Kaiguri (Simple game: elbows flexed, hands in front of chest, turn them as if pulling in a rope.)
Roll over on stomach
Crawl
Build blocks
Clap one's hands
Beckoning
Wave hand Bai-Bai (Japanese spelling and pronunciation for the English "bye-bye")
Names of things - flowers, foods, animals
Names and faces of family members
Words: (in Japanese) - thank you; mother and father; please

Words to say:

Preceding and following a meal
When entering and leaving the house
In greeting and bidding farewell to someone
The meaning of "come here" (in Japanese)
The words, banzai and gutto-bai ("good bye")
Distinguish trains, streetcars, automobiles, and other vehicles
Distinguish colors
Distinguish sounds, one from another
Songs and music
Dance to music
Count
The child's own name and address
Picture books, paper folding, drawing, reading, writing
Simple characters and figures as the child asks
How to hold and use a pen, brush, spoon
How a bowl should be held in the hands
Wear Zori
Independence - to stand when he falls, to arrange his toys neatly by himself

Behavior toward others:
Friendliness
Select good friends
Offer toys and sweets to others
Play harmoniously with others
Distinguish another's property

LIST OF PARENTS' ANSWERS TO: "What are the things you taught your child not to do? Examples: wet his clothing, go barefooted outside the house, etc."

Cautions: Do not
Touch anything hot or dangerous
Play in a dangerous place
Go far away alone
Go into the street
Go without a hat in the summer
Play with cutlery
Play with fire
Go out without giving notice

Cleanliness and health measures: Do not
Soil one's limbs
Enter the house with soiled feet
Let your nose run
Put your fingers in your mouth
Put a toy in the mouth
Sit down and play on the ground
Pick up soiled things in the street
Eat filth
Go into the rain without an umbrella
Drink water
Soil one's clothes when urinating
Wet the bed
Urinate at the gate

Relations to others: Do not
Quarrel
Envy (want anything a child has or is holding)
Make another child cry
Say spiteful things to another
Ill treat another child
Hit or beat anyone with hand or stick
Have a vicious thought
Trouble others
Trouble others when walking
Do mischief to a stranger
Take another's property
Throw stones

Discipline and manners: Do not
Oppose the teachings of your parents
Answer or talk back
Touch books or anything that is set neatly one on top of another
Scribble on the walls
Break anything
Tear the paper on the shoji (sliding inner doors)
Throw or tear anything
Touch paints or india ink
Play in a disorderly manner
Get into mischief
Be naughty
Eat sweets without permission
Act peevish in front of a shop to get something
Tell a lie
Play without clothes
Suck your mother's breast
Waste money
Fail to study hard
Lie down after eating  
Tumble down the veranda  
Get your head off the pillow  
Eat at another's house  
Confuse the outside with the inside of the house

Mentioned most frequently on a sample of fifty forms were: (beginning with the first, given in order of frequency):

TO DO: Toilet habits, polite sitting position, eat properly, manners, wash hands before meals, use chopsticks, say arigato ("thank you"), words to say preceding and following a meal, return things to their places.

NOT TO DO: Play outside without footgear, soil clothes with urine, quarrel, let food fall from the table, envy (want things others have), throw stones.

APPENDIX IV

ADMINISTRATIVE FORM EXEMPLIFYING THE "ASSIGNMENT SYSTEM" RECOMMENDED IN 1964

Pre-Decision Consultation
Drafter
Chief of the Livestock Management Section

Post-Decision Disposition
Document No.

Drafting Date
Endorsements by:
Chief, Sanitation Section
Chief, Natural Feeds Section
Chief, Artificial Feeds Section
Chief, Breed Improvement Section
Chief, Economics Section
Chief, Livestock Administration Section
Counselor
Chief, Agricultural Economics Bureau

Document examined

Decision Date
Document revised
Decision executed

I certify that the following decision has been made: (text of policy decided upon is appended).

(name) (seal)
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

APPENDIX V
SAMPLE OF A RINGISHO

Date of Final Decision ________
Entry made in Files ________
Referrer's seal ________ Documents Filer's seal ________
Bureau seal ________ Section seal ________


Minister ________
Parliamentary Vice-Minister ________
Career Vice-Minister ________
Ministerial Chief Secretary ________ Chief, Archives Section ________
Chief, Budget Section ________
Chief, Local Affairs Section______

Chief of the Agricultural Economics Bureau ________
Counselor ________ Chief, General Affairs Section ________
Chief, Finance Section ________

Chief of the Livestock Bureau ________
Counselor ________ Chief, Livestock Administration Section ________
Chief, Economics Section ________
Chief, Breed Improvement Section ________
Chief, Artificial Feeds Section ________
Chief, Natural Feeds Section ________
Chief, Sanitation Section ________
Chief, Livestock Management Section ________

Drafter ________ Name
APPENDIX VI

MODEL OF RINGISEI COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

[Diagram showing the model of Ringisei communications system with roles such as Minister, Vice-minister, Bureau Heads, Division Heads, Section Heads, and Lower Officials.]
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